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The purpose of this paper is to trace the outstanding features 
of the influence of music in religion’through the history of n»nlcind*
Its aim is to show that music and religion ar,e cj.08ely allied. That the 
one is a necessary accompaniment of the other. And that wherever religion 
is there also Is found music as the medium of expression. Music has 
always, been used to add force or oaotioml quality, to the words or poetry 
either in prayer or praise to l^e gods. This paper will show how closely 
music pnd poptry ara allied if not ^kin to eacl\ other. That i^n worship 
they ,are dependent on one another.
The material will be treated historically, commencing with 
that of primitive people and continuing on thru the various stages of 
civilization, as seen in the epochs of religion. It will readily be"' 
seen.that it is possible to deal only with the bare outlines of-the 
subject in such a bhief scope as this. Then, too, it is necessary to 
adhere strictly to the influence of music on religion, and our consider­
ation of secular music will depend upon-its relationship to mcred 
music and its Influence on morals and religioaf 'The'e^jhasis will Jba 
put on the music of the Church since its “foundation aii^ ^padial/’note 
is takeh ’of its influence -in all' the great movements of Christianity. 
Chapter I. deals with the characteristics, the uses and effects'of music.
It will make the way clear for the second chapter which contains the 
body of the material while the' third chapter is a 8umn»ry of the out­
look of music for the‘future,
THE^.IIfPbtJEHOE OP MUSIO IS RELIQIOH AHD MORALS.
ChapteKl*
. ' 5
The Relation between Jiusic and Religion*
t
Throiighout the histdry of mankind there has always been a very 
close connection between music and religion* In fact, religion has 
provided an outlet for the arts' as nothing else had done* And among the 
arts there ean be no doubt bht that music is the greatest. As a natter
of fact music and religion go hand in hand. It is no wonder that we have
» • ' * .
the trite saying that "music is the handmaid of religion.” Some in fact 
go as far as to say thatmusic is religion but a statement of that kind 
ist outside the boundary of this paper. That religion means duty, right 
livlhg and noble action just as much to the pagan as to the Ohristian . 
there can be no doubt; and that muaic has a tremendous influence in
■* F ' -v‘ ^
ethical education is further granted but do not agree with the state­
ment that music is religion* It would be well therefore, to ask for 
some definition of music before we proceed any farther with this paper.
Music---its definition.^ * Music is the language of the emotions'.
functioni its effects. emotions, as we understand them
T - > ~ c
in this paper, mean that heart-felt warmth and enthusiastic rather than
that cold and calculating mode of expression* Emotions are not dependent
upon Words or definite ideas, because it is possible for one to be
emotional and yet iwt be able to explain it. Here it is that music comes
in and voices such deep feeli^s of the soul. The source of music is the
heart, the place from whence flowi all the issues of life, ^Itisic is
extremely broad because it is able to express pleasure or pain, Joy or
sorrow, worship or hatred. In this sense it has a power that none of the
other arts possess. For example, architecture, sculpture,/or-paj^nting h^e 
but one .single .expressipn, while musift haa many* The former three arts are 
static, tat-104810 ^is-.the constant unfolding, of*the emotional life; This 
unfolding may take many ways but the influtooo of music will" be 
itS'conitiiu^l 4®velopment, -It manifests itself in aii'phases of life.
Music seemsto go deeper than they do because it makes its'appeahs.'to^-the^ ' 
emotions without the use of intermediary ssnabols^ The development of the 
emotions is the guardntee^ulness-nf life in both TJhild and adult. The 
Greeks realised this isr hawe«3a^:^ h^e stood before'the"
Athenian Jlssemblies ,aj:id a|;gued fine, hour8-.on the* importance of mdsic ia^the 
IJtf e ,of, .the -nation. ' •
What is the function of music? History very clearly reveals to 
us that music has always been us^d to create- or arouse an a'taosphere -of 
worship. It can hardly be doubted that religious feellzig was one of the. 
earliest motives to call mu^ic into existence. Lpve, ecstasy and devotion 
are states of mind capabie of fostering a musical utterance. Religion 
has always neededoBome'* string natural meand of expressing this emotional 
activity. In this connection Sir John Hullah saysJ
'*The first, public use of ]BUbie.Jby peeple i|i.
religious rites and ceremonies." - ... --r
The. chief function'of,mueict:ia'inpelatinn .to religion. It is 
imperative* that -we -understand the proper connection between mnaic’ and 
religion. -To this, end we shall trace, it from ite earliest begipningat , 
when its use was for purely utilitarian purposes to its uses in the 
religions of civilized nations of antiquity-and pf mo'dam.times. shall
pay more attention to it '^its relation to religioh than- as an independ-
(.1) The Evolution of Church ^'^usic, by Jiuii?>hrQys, p. 4o^,
5
What ire the 'effects of music? Music is not only -a lan^age
^ - s,
of the emotions but it^has the power to build up the ethical‘and intellect- 
side of one's nature* In additionnto' these it has aesthetic qualities
which are the direct outcome of its contact "with beaut^'in such forma as 
rhythm, melody, tone, harmony and form*'
Its ethical effects are remarkable from the enthusiasm’displayed 
in all walks of life but more especially among students in their school 
work. -Such effects Tfrill be shown all thrCugh the paper*
•Its intellectiMl reffttlts are seen in the quickening powers of 
the reader of musid^ "and in. iie- deuelopment of the powers of attentioct*’ ^ 
and concentration* That it has cultural values no one will deny* TKe 
playing of difficult instruments, quickness, watchfulness and powers 
of concentration are ail qualities worth cultivating. Out of these grows 
the ethical quality of submission to authority and self-control* Tet it 
is done so pleasantly that music makes pleasure out of duty.
• ■“* The material of music is that intangible
Pure music and~ its
correlation thing that we call sound* In fact it is not a
with words*
thing but simply a mode of.motion, so.insub­
stantial is music. It has been called the langiti^o ©f h^vpi^ Xt is not 
like ai^ of the other arts which you-can see and harjdle but you he^r it 
and it is gone forever. It i? thie passion of man in his att0n5)ts to 
write it down and-wmakq it tangible that it too has become just as 
decorative as any of the „other arts^ In fact, it is possible fpr music to 
be 80 decorative that its message be buried beneatti its own beauty* Such
close adherence tp rules^ and form has a^e music pOlSl and lifeless*
But udien we speak of music do we not always inqlude literature* It has 
always been very clojsely connected with 4t._ .Music and speech are akin-.ty 
nature* TOiatever may be said of words the same can be said of music and
i
4
©specially .so when the words and music are combined*  *Sidney ^anier,,<tl3B.
beloved%8outhom poet-saidi "Music is.loye in. search of a word*** It 
retjuireb both *ords and* music to express some emotions* Words alone 
cannot ade<3[uately express some joys and'sorrows^otlrey'must" be expressed 
through mUsic before they can interpret the feelings of the soul other­
wise too ethereal for description* -This'is-especially true of xeligioue 
expesience because w.ord's are needed for Impression as well as expreSLSion* 
We slwill regard music and poetry as one for our uses in this paper* For 
it is as sooMbne has said that aeisle was poetry in sounds and poetry 
was music in Words* When we-speak-of’tH© correlation of words and music 
we'm^n only'thai which'id of the'very highest'order; And an wo'shall deal 
with these in the field of religion we maintain that only those of deep 
spiritual experience are able to soimd the deeps of a human soul and 
thus coi^ose such works that will be adequate in expression of another's 
spiritual experience* ' •—
Music—--its ’beauty* Music iff order to express beauty does not'
necessarily have to pe elaborate. On the 
contrary, it is often very simple, for the beauty of music is revealed
in ite fitness 8ind appropriateness for the occasion* The beauty of music
* e
is not found in itself but only when it is reflected in e backgrouj^ ^ 
otherness, which is the experience of the one lu^ressed,* as it reveals 
those'higher and loftier ideals of life and lifts the soul to a higher
* « B* %
plane of living* It is only when it is able to do this that music helps
men to sejS the highest beauty and grasp the absolute truth. It is that
truth which Christ said should make men free* It then becomes goodness
^ ■ *■
personified. It is only when it has such values that we ^all have a
^ r -
noble religion* A noble music creates a noble religion* And this is not 
confined to the educated few but to the mass of people found everywhere*
And the beauty, goodness and truth of music lies in the fact that it
does touch the lives of men« Ih itself it has no magical power to move‘
-• ** *
the hearts of men except where there is that emotional response to its
Vi
sweet influences^ When it^is well rendered, it carries the soul of the 
producer and hearer to those higher and nobler realms*
The struggle between these two schools
The Olasatc etnd the
Romantic schools has been long and fierce* The Classicist
of Uusi^
maintaining that music has a distinct 
mes^ge in itaeltf That it is capable ^ a3q>re88^hl8 message without
the aid of any other medium* Iniiie wild enthusia^ to give this
I V !r w ,
message he has forgotten to give it because his attention has been tsikeni .»«,
up with the form and beauty of his methods. Therefore, the message has 
been lost at the expense of tradition and rules which he so accurately ^ 
has followed. Even Beethoven after composing eight symphonies realised 
that pure music was not capable b® conve^^dequately all of his ideas, 
so he wrote words for his ninth symphony. But the struggle is not so much 
concerned with the words as with the message. If'a musician has a message 
why not give it and not bury it beneath a load of -fancy decorations. They 
say that if a thing is beautiful in itself we should not ask it to be 
moral and instructive. But the Romanticists claim that music T^thout a
A - ■ ' » ■’v ^
message is cold and dead. Unfortunate^ly ^such music has come within the
bounds of sacred music. ’But what we need is music with a message.
Music and Its^ Music has always been connected frith religion 
environment.
and in this paper we shall consider its 
influences in ancient systems of religion as well as^ the church as it 
has moved throi^h the ages. Care will be taken to show briefly yet ^
explicitly the great influence music has had in the development of religioi 








The -Qutlin6fl;6f-Mueioal Influence-era seen in Mst^ry. \
In this chapter we shall trace very briefly the historical
significance irtiich music has* played in the evolution-of'the Morals'.and
' .r* I “ „ ^ ~ ^
religion of nfinklnd. It will be an attempt to show-hp-W <U.<Jftel/.;nuaio„i 
interwoven with life wh65>her it bo that of the early stages of mankin 
that of our present day civilization. We shall also show how music 
religion-are inseparabift. That irtioraver you find one you find the othe,r.\ 
At first we shall s»« that his method of expression is very crude but
he develops it becomes .more refined and better adapted to his needs.- IV 
is in this development of music as a language of the emotions that we'^ 
also trace his development in the field of religion and morals. The 
treatment will be that oft ^
The Sgmbolic dance and Choral Chant of Priaitive People . <
By the word primitive I mean those people Wio are in the firp^ 
stages of civilization whether it be in the far-off historical past or in 1 
our own present day. Among them we find that singing and dancing are one t 
and inseparal^le. It is out of the union of these two that we have musi 
poetry and dramatic action. These are doubtless the most primitive fo 
of art. And It^o these that we attribute the creation of the -artist, thj 
social ccentre which was always the most important part of the village, j 
It wae out of these that we have the village green, the fa'^tlval and tl^ 
fojtte-pongg, the city equare and “Uio common* It was here that these tiniigs 
always took place. All these had n6$r only'great moral force but also^ 
great religious poirer. In the hands of the priest or the medicine ma^lt . 
became a powerful medium. Singing and jjancing were indulged in by both men 
and women. At fiwt it was merely a formulation of sounds but it sqa^grew 
into a musical figure which was -repeated over and over again. This constant
4-
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repetition was alnaye accompanied with action* In fact, singingvand T^ncing 




.The audible and visible manifestations of joy which culminate 
in singing and dancing have their roots in ijist^ctlve "actions like thosa 
of llvply children who, on seeing in-the dis;bfiuace aomft. indiilg^Qnt ralatl^r^, 
run up to him, joining one-another screams of delight and breaking their 
ruM with leaps} euid when, instead of an indulgent relative ii»t 1:^ josc^U^^ 
children, we have a conquering chief or king met by groups of his people ' 
there will felmost certainly occur saltatory and vocal expressions of />■ 
elated feeling, and these mast become hy lo^llcation signs of respect and 
loyalty,——-ascriptions of-worth which raised to a higher power, Income 
worship** ** (1^ j
The prime feature of the dance was always cbhhected with wor^ip.
In fact', it lingered long in inch an In^r^nt form'in the'fite^, prtfcese-
ions and altar ceremonies of modem liturgical worship. It was used t9.
appease the wrath of the gods and to receive the propitiation of them ty
. * i
such rites as the dance* It finally became formal and resulted In a ^
%rudimentary drama. It was considered symbolic and instructive* In this
■■ >
light it is not hard to understand why the Egyptian peasant, who, after \
gathering the harvest wquld sacrifice his first fruits and dance to show {
his thankfulness to the gods* It was a reproduction of this that we see 
* - 
in the Israelites, who, when they were in the wilderness worshipped andy
danced around the golden calf. It was always an index of the higher and
lower nature of* the religious conceptions which fostered' it. Among \he
more elevated, it was gull of grace' and dignity. But in the lower it
degenerated Into incredible spectacles of wantonness and riot* ft
very prominent place in the public games, in processions, celebrations
and religious ceremonies* As a matter of fact, from the highest to tl^e
lowest form of worship ^ncing held a "very high place.
The dance like many ot>ier pagaV ceremonies passed over into
a. _________. •w*’* . .
the church* It appeared at thanksgiving and such celebrations as were 
(1) Music in the History .of the Western Church, p 5* ^
8'
t important in the church. Oirisuch festal occaeione and Sundays the priests 
often led'a the danCe-around the altars s .At-night the Christians would gather 
around the churclr door to danceCand aing. -It wasrthus they expressed 
their joy irtiich was quite fashionable in "those-days, ’It "was j however, as 
a result of these nocturnal:festiviti0a that the dance fell into disrepute; 
the imoralitiea that rwent'with'them and rising spirit of aaceticism 
condemned them once -for e^ll,. The Church strove for a more refined spirit 
of worship-and to' eliminate the "perile which'might <be ^a'srmre to the 
w^aJeer^ hrethsA^* IftHsdidle A^ge# and even dewn to recerit times "there
Ji^TW^tipqn'ntteiapte‘.to. rfl[.vlya.-the.(Mnce,. butjtho ^hristian-no. longer-feels--^ 
inclined to give vent tcf his happiness in physical- moveimSats for-with-iils 
rapture there is mingled an awe and submission that bids him be still.
As wo now^umto the subject of'muBic in the rites of religious 
oeremoz^, wo find that while the Tnusic was in a very crude state the dance 
had reached a very high state of perfection. Its only redeeming* feature 
was the fact that it claimed 8u certain reverence and universality in its 
prayer and praise. Its chiefi promise lay in the reverence which was 
given to it. On-the vocal side it was used to add solemnity to the words 
of tho officiating priest as he intoned the liturgy. It h^s beam iasei^rable 
from tho liturgical worship of all ages, AnC idienovor thofpeople shared 
-in tho' worship functions of religion, it was always' In the forms of hymns 
.and responsive refrains to the gods. This was always Vocal music.‘‘'lTf its 
instrumentar fora it was used as an assistance to the singers to preiserve 
tho right pitch and the correct rhythm, and to regulate the steps of the 
dancers. It was used also*" to act upon the nerwes of the worshippers and 
to increase their sense of awe in the presence of the deity. Even the 
music of the Hebrews had no other purpose than to intensify the Smotlor^
76
9
of aif9 and dread.
The highest office of music that wo find in the anciirnt systems 
is that of its power to suggest definite ideas by mean^ of associated 
symbolism* Such symbolism could be used to recall to the minds of the 
people the ethical precepts and religious tenets. This was done by the 
power of music in unifying the effects of vivid ideas to its inherent 
property of nerve excitement*
In concluding this section wo must infer that the use of music
among the primitive peoples was confined to its functions in the religious
coreaoi^. The oldest literatures which have on record contain certain hymns
to the gods. Certain old monuments idiich we have and moreover those which
are now and-recently been unearthed contain figures of players and singers
as well as a large variety of instruments. It is certain that as far back
as w 0 can trace mankind music has always been used in the service of
prayer and praise to the gods. It is man's method of expression to the
divine and mystical spirit. Music was both Instrumental and vocal. The
latter coming first and included both words and music. It was by such
means that the magician stopped the blood of a wound or caused the rain
1
to come or cease* Such incantations took i&any forms and included 
many mystical meanings. All such incantations presupposes a belief that 
everywhere In nature there are spirits and that these spltlts have 
feelings. There was no restriction and so man sought to worship the gods 
in the best and most liberal way. And when he did this it was the free 
child like expression of the heart. Music was the most natural means to 
express such joy and so from the earliest tiiMS music tee been an import­
ant factor in the formulation arui progress of religious ideas. It was the 
means of the many joining in the ceremony thus giving part to all. It was 
in this way that music and dancing had Buch a hold on the people. And* such 
power has never waned* - • *
10-
Some Ancient SyfltemB of Mualc and their Influence in Religion
and Morale,
In ^swer to those who say that music is of recent birth we 
would point to them the history of music down throi^h the ages. And .to^ 
them- who in every age claim that' it has reached its zenith and is destined 
to decline we would show its steps of gradual and progressive growth in 
each successive age. It is too closely related to life to be discarded 
like a worn-out autoaaobiXiSNs As we read history there is no age without 
auffic and Its atisloian* Its histpjy is like a river, the longer it flows 
the deeper and broader it becomes for it is constantly fed by new a^d 
fresh tributaries. These all add to its grandeur eind najesty. It is never 
static but dynamic. It is not a dead sea but a mighty influence flowing 
through the ages. It is quite natural that we should first consider the 
music of the oriental countries because like the sun it starts in the 
east and proceeds westward.
The grouping of these countries is significant hot simply 
because of their geographjpal proximity but because of a certain 
religious resemblance, for convenience we have divided these groups into ^ 
two, the first being-China, Japan and India. The spreading of BUddhim 
from India to XJhi'na'and Japan,’^he division-of the people into castes, 
and the tenacity with which these people clung to their old traditions 
make-thefii all important‘in the consideration of the influence which 
music 'has make -upon them. It is 'to these causes that we attribute the 
origin and growth of Fatalism in Japan and Quietism in China and India. 
Thtfse' nations not only- present to Xis a -striking mental similarity tut 
in many rdepdcts 'a striking contrast. The first of these' with which wo 
shall deal is China,
influence of music in China,
\n our^ study of ,'Oliiiiepe music we immediately reopgnise Hs^
*• ' » ' ’ r i . .
relation to religion,^ In fact its o^rigin is closely ,alli,ed with religion. 
It is also definitely connected with philospphy. For instance we have the 
fallowing account given us by Naumann who_in,Bis l^istory says:
• ii ' i >s
“The Chinese builds his world upon the Imrmonious action of tltfS 
heavens and earth; regards the animation of all nature, 'the movements of 
the stars and the change of the seasons, as a grand ’world-music*, in 
which everything keeps steadfaslily in iis appointed course, teaching 
mankind thereby a wholesome lesson.” ^1)
-The -greatest influence of Chinese music, is •doubljleBs seen in 
the state. Zt« le We can. ^i-^out fear of
contradiction say that music touches all sides of humn life* It may 
be unfortunate that it is considered too highly and sacred a thing for
all the people but that they have their folks-songs and religious music 
there can ."^e no doub.t^. The two outstanding chamcteris’t^ic features of 
their music are religion,and ethics* ,In the ii-Ki pr^Memorial Rites of
the Chinese we. have the follo^ng reference to Musics
“Music J.S intimately connected wit^i the essential relations 
of beings. Thus, to know sounds, but not airs is peculiar to birds and 
brute beasts} to know airs and not music Is peculiar to the common herd} 
to the wise alone it,is reserved to understand music* That is why 
sounds are studied to know ai-rs,-air8 -in order to know musio-and Tnusic 
to know how to rule." (2)
Prom the very foundation of the Chinese government music has
• ■ J V 0 tbeen under the supervision of the state. The chief reason for this was 
to preserve it from any outside influence and the introduction of any 
new tones which would be contrary to ordinance. In this way it was’ no£*’
the free and spontaneous outbursts of joy that we. find in most peoples^ 
Their musical scale consisted of only five tones from F to D omitting B. 
The reason for state supervision can be readily seen in the following 
clasoification! F was called "Emperor"; 0 Ppfime Minister"} A "Xoyal
(1-) Naumann’s History of Music, p 8, 
(2) -r n n n _ p 0 -
Subjects'*; G "State of 'Affairs"; D *M*irrow of the World"' After atudy^ing 
this classification' It' is not a strange \hing that the Chinese sliould have 
a feeble notion of 'the tonal art. Here we find her interests turned 'in 
another direction because her tales and novel's ’all centre around the ^ • 
success or failure of the hero's state examination’#'Pofitibal’^powdr seeindd 
to be the only pessible goal and the ^sai'on to rule appealed t'o be the ' / 
highest achievemnet# It is this ‘official a'spiration and the stringent 
effoft to brin^ and keep asusic under state control that has ciirbe^i the 
i^gimtien osf That they
possessed A* keen i^bicar'instinst caVbeAeen in the five tones' given ^ 
abo^^, while in addition to these are full and half tones. They were 
certainly strong on the theory side of music which tended to make them 
toocohid anci indifferent to the emotional aide of music.
Their symbolism of'the tones are appropriate; the perfect and 
independent are the sun, heaveh and’man while the perfect stod the ii' - 
dependent are sjrmb'oiised as'e’arth, mobn and' woi^n. ^en this “did not ^ 
satisfy their cravings for tone as sharps are a<£ded, ‘thus forming a 
chromatic scale of twelve semitones. But even in this they lacked form 
and intrinsic worth, for their melodies for the most part were adli^^ss 
wanderings among 'sounds. Their best efforts are seen in their'sacred 
and'secular songs. These are the songs of'the people free and 
spontaneously born. They are the songs of the sdilors; ihe m6un'£dineera; 
and the boat-men .who live'their lives on the rivers. They,are songs of 
home, a happy life free from labor, of a high hnd noble life full of 
great deeds.
Chinese music may be divided in'to two parts, the popular and" 
the sacred or religious. We shall only deal with^ihe "latter as that very 
naturally falls under the head of this paper. The Chinese have always
i
i guarded very jealously the right of their ritualistic music.. It i-s based 
on strict tradition and officers are kept to see that these ancient 
customs are onserved. They have certain ancient instruments which are only 
used in religious rites. They are carefully preserved for this purpose.
The “ritual” includes the ceremonies which are doToted to the 
worship of heaven and earth, as well as to the spirits of departed saints 
and prophets. During the performance of the "ritual” there are two hymns 
sung. They are, the "Guiding March" and the "Hymn to Confucius", In addition 
to these the ritual" add muefa to the solemnity of the occasion.
These services serve their purpose in lifting the minds and heai^s of the 
people to higher things. They give them an ideal at which to strive. The 
subjects of heaven and earth as well as the lives of their great men all 
add a solemn dignity to the services. They are always well attended which 
proves that they are powerful in their influence over the lives of men.
Confucius taught that self-developnent and right living are 
represented as the highest art and that the superior nan will always find
-i
in the art of music the power to overcome the passions of the body which 
thus build up virtue.
The Chinese turned the powers of music into an intailectml 
channel thus r6bbing the masses of its emotional qualities.. Its ethical 
qualities under the control of the state taught men their relationship 
with one another. On the one hand state control has been a hindrance to 
the progress of music while on the other hand it has proven the thesis 
of this papef that music is always connected and does influence the 
religious life and the morals of the people, Christian education and the 
Christian religion will render a groat service in freeing the people from 
their superstition, thus giving range to their imginatlve and latent
musical talents
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The Music of the The great influence that China has had on Japan 
Japanese. and all other oriental countries Is significant
that her influence would be felt in the*field of religion and mornls.
Air her classiVs are written in the Chinese language. Her art are copies'
of the Chinese so we must conclude that her mhsic and its influences^'are
much in common with that of the Chinese. Her instruments show the influence
which China had over her musical progress.
^sic in Japan has always been connected with their religious 
i*ite8. Even in the day* of their Idol worship music was use& exiensively, 
ifiich df is in unison. Add it is interesting to note that
both men and women are admitted in the performance of their secular and 
sacred music. Another peculiar use that music was put to was the way the 
diplomats sang their messages rather than say them. Here we find a 
preference to sing, then to speak. The conclusion must be that Binging the 
messages had a more powelful influence than the speaking had. The messages 
5f the Japanese 'priest is always sung. The speaking voice is rarely used 
in their rituaiistifc services.
The high influence and interest in music can be seen in the 
part the people always take in it. Their national songs 'and their folk­
songs are indicative of the part^muaic is playing'in their live^. By 
this means high and lofty ideas are spread fdom palce to ’place as from 
life to life. Hone less is the interest of the Institute of Tokio in 
Wiftny possible for their own peculiar music to have its rightful 
place in the nation. The standard scale with some additions has likened 
it to the Greek Dorian or ecclesiastical Aeolian. T'heir instruments 
such as the Koto and the Hichi-riki, a type bf clarinet and many others' 
form the orchrestra. The Hichi-riki is played by drawing in the breath* 
Their sej^rate parts demand skill whic'h I’s indicative of the'ir powera
to concentrate upon thair own parts* Further, it demands co-operation
i,
and teaches the need: of parts yet unity. There can be no doubt as to the 
influence it, has upon the moral life of the players. In this regard it is 
not an uncommon thing to hear Japanese coolies sing as they work-. The 
rhythm and type of song alleviates the strain of the burden and makes the 
work more delightful if such can be the case. It makes it seem easier 
anyway. Thus in this and mar^ other ways we find that music spreads its 
subtle influence over the lives of men* It must leave its mark which we 
cannot but eenelu;^ is but for the best.
Music and its Influence Among the Asiatics that remain in-tact altho 
in India.
not a separate political existence but still * 
laving a musical system peculiar to themselves are the Hindoos, The old 
literature of India shows very distinctly the high regard in which the afct 
song was held. In the royal courts were celebrated minstrel^whose duty it 
was to entertain their patrons with their chant songs. In fact,history 
clearly reveals to us its power on religion, literature, science and 
art* India has been called the land of religion and seeing that religion 
and music are inseparable we shall have to think of it also as the land 
of music. There is no land on earth that has more possibilities for its
creation and develoiment than has India, Its country and climate are all
1
conducive to rest, contemplation, meditation, dajr’dreaming and a
luxurious play of imagination. In this land of the Lotus-flower, the
gazelle, with its influence of wonderful tropical foliage one would expect
music to take root and flourish. Then, too, the Hindoo regarded music as
a gift of the gods. In fact, music or song is considered as absolutely
indispensable in the religious ceremonies. One of the old Hindoo books
(
of literature make8"the statement that ”Indra rejects all offerings nade
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without muaic."" It ms thl'S idea that developed the athger into a priestly- 
caste system. And this alone testifies to the influence that music has 
over the lives of the people, Lbt us exahiinS these matters further:
Hindoo iriyths ascribe a divine ofeigin to music. There ms a clos^e 
connection between the scale and their i^ellgious 'ideB-s, ffor instahce-j each 
single note was under the protection of a"nymph. And the first syllables 
were the names of these n^pha. It ds’ quite conceivable why they should 
have Bo^many scale's. The number is' tremfiedous but the actual use limits 
them down to whll*© bouw tslaiia aevsnty-two* It is' in thirf
connecfiion that we find’the charm of theiV imagery,espacially-the-magical- 
Bide o'f it. There is a story which tells of their god "Krishna" who 
at the time.Tlrhen he lived on this earth that the Maduric shepherdesses 
and nymphff who wars’ called "Gopis" tried to gain the love of this* 
beautiful young shepherd. This they did by inventing a ‘now key hoping 
thereby to move the heart of- this- go'd niore than-her sisters. Each, key 
’was noted for peculiar construction and original melody. There were in 
all sixteen thousand of them , 'Kiis number has'been greatly reduced.
Their works on theory'Bore extravagant titles slfCh as:
"Mirror of Melodies" "The*Sea of Emotions" '“The Delight® of geoiety"
"The Science of Scales’'^ but *their-melodies,* simple, ingenuous-and 
refreshing, were more pleasing than dhe monotinous efforts of the Chinese, 
From time Immemorial pure music has had an equal opportunity 
with song or accompanied vocal music. Not only is their music gi'v'en a 
divine origin"but also their instruments, especially, the "Vina", This 
instrument, the Most charmizig of all instruments to mankind, was given 
by the kind and benevolent-Saraavati, the contort of Brahma, This and 
the Ravanas-£roh are considered by some as-'the bfiginal of stringed 
instlrumnets played with the bow. They call for great skill and is an
indicat’ion of the great "love for music and its sweet influences in tackling
these and other difficult instruments and parte*
• ’ • ■'The influence of their rausic'is seen in the following^ Their 
music is closely connected with their religion. In the "Rigveda** one of 
the primordial books of the Sj^hmins 'written in Sanskrit, and known as 
the "Vedas” there are l^rmns intended for music. These date back as far 
as 1,500 B. 0. The Hindoo certainly believes in the supernatural effects 
of-music and that the sound is agreeable to"the gods which ^rround the 
heaven-god, Indi^, with hostrf of 'perforaij% genii called the "Gandharven" 
and .with females dancers and performers called "S^srasen." With this idea 
of ’music ohe can readily see how closely music and especially sacred songs 
were connected with their worship. And their effects are nothing short of 
the miraculous. Some of these songs forced men and animals and even 
inanimate nature to move at the will 'of the singer. Others could not be 
used by mortal man without the risk of life. These were called "Rags" 
and represented d god who had ceartain authority and who presided over 
the different seasons. Consequently they could only be sung at the 
particular season or time under penalty of bringing a sudden change in 
the seasons and the whole state of things. They had also songs for the 
night as well as for the day. It is said that the Smperor Akbai*
atten^ting to si^ a nigh't song during the day caused darkness to fall
wi.thin r I.•around hia the radius of his voice*
There was a song or "Rag" called the "Inflamer" or "Burner" 
and anyone attempting to sing it did so at the risk of his life. The 
Bmporer desiring to test this tfuth sent for o'ne of his court singers 
to sing the song for him. He tried to be excused but to no avail.
After gaining permission to see his loved ones and friends he returned to 
sing the song. The Enperor still hard of heart and anxious to se'e this
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test coimnanded him and. the people to aesemble at the river T:»nk, He 
plunges in to the river up to his neck. Before this multitude he starts 
to sing his song while the flames came from his mouth* He begged to be 
excused but the Emperor insisted and as he continued to sing the .flames, 
increased and notwithstanding the. TOter the ashes of his body floated to 
the river banks*
The influences of music in India are many. There is not a ps^^t 
of Hindoo life, that it does not touch* And. with these inf’luenoes ;juat 
described there can be no other wonder than it has made the an indelible 
impression tl»t it tes* All festivities made use of it and the social 
and private life demanded it* It was used freely in the^Hindoo drama, 
dance, in the spoken -and sung dialogue and in the instrumental music 
and song. The chief reason why Hindoo music has not developed into a 
high state of cultivation and especially its secular music is because 
the* ruling interests are invested in the priesthood. They control all 
art and sciences. This class includes the singers of the temples and 
those of the court.
The high esteem in which music is held and which reveals the 
influence wf music over the lives of the people is seen in its 
association with their religion. In.tlje temple service the meicians are 
set apart* They are a special class ^dejiicatdd to such wqrk^ Music is so 
interwoven with their religious rites and are surrounded with such laws 
that to alter it even in the slightest degree is considered sacrjLlQge. 
This, ho7/ever, is more of a draw-back because this paper advocates the 
right of free expression in music* This is not the fault of music but 
is the fault of th^, sjistem* Music has the same influence and will do 
its work anywhere it is given a chance* And that day for .India.has 
come* For with the Christian religion has come the right to sing
such hymns and songs and in such methods other than those described by 
the priesthood of India. And music will always have its tremendous if
i
not a greater power over the lives of men in that land. With the coming
' ' i f
of a new system of music a new power will extend and permeate the whole
■1
of India as nothing else can or will.
The second group that we shall deal with include the following 
countries: Egypt, Assyria and Babylon. We will take the last named first. 
And we slmll deal with the music of the last two together because of their 
kinship and simildcity*
The Music of Assyria We shall not take up the political significance
and Babylon.^ - . ^
which is attached to these two but shall deal
only with that v/hich concerns this paper,their music and its influence
on the life of the poeple. Among other things recently excavated in and
around ancient Babylon are tablets of clay which reflect the status of
music in that day and time. One of these date as far back as 5.000 B.. 0.
and contains figures of musicians and their instruments. It is the
picture of the great king Sennacherib who on returning home from one of
his great campaigns is mejs by a host of people. In the front of the
procession are five men, three with harps, one with a lyre while the
fifth had a kind of double flute. Following these are six women and
six children sing who indicate the rhythm 1^ the clapping of hands. One
thing of special note in this tablet is the fact that there are few
soldiers but large bodies of musicians and singers. This clearly indicates
that the latter were used in larger numbers in the ^reat ceremonies.
They were doubtless the musicians who had been in battle with him for
he used trumpeters-'-.in his army to give the signals. The high esteem
with which music is considered is found in the fact that Sennacherib
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s^rod/fh© lives of the musicians while he destroyed all of the others.
Their use in the army made them highly valuable. There was also a 
system of court musicians as music was considered a noble art. Records 
show that music was an important branch of study and like the Egyptian 
sages had doubtless a knowledge of‘the mathematical relations of the 
different intervals. On other tablets are found the records of many 
sacred hymns. Their fondness of music is found in the reference where 
they wanted the Israelites to sing for them. Among the records which 
were diajeovered on the site of ancient Hineveh are the collection of 
hymns, prayers, and penitential psalms, addressed to the Assyrian 
deities. They are designed for public worship and have been compared to 
the English'Book of Common Prayer. The Bible has references td Assyrian 
music showing they used it on festal occasions, that hymns were sung to
the gods at banquets and dirges at funerals.
Lika other ancient systems of music it had its origin in the 
mystical. Its invention is always referred to the gods. It was always 
given a power that had its effects in the lives and morals of men.
Before leaving this section it might be well to add that here 
in this ancient world Abraham lived. It was here he lived b^ere he moved 
down into Egypt and just how much this system of music and the civilizatioi 
affected him and his seed is not known. But we cannot conceive that they 
came in contact with it withour feeling its influence to some degree. We 
must naturally conclude that this background made them better prepared 
for the task T^ich lay before them. These associations certainly helped 
to make them the great people tl^t they afterwards became. For many of 
these ideas are seen cropping out every now and again in their lives.
The Music of As we gradually move westward we also mov^. up,ward. in the
EgypV. . - - .
scales of the musical iaddej*^ And e.ach year brings us
new revelationsof the progress that .these anpieht pepple made,. There, is
abundant evj.denc,e that music played an jimpqrtant role in the religious
life of the Egyptians, The testimony of carved and paj.nted ^^lls^of tombs
all show that music in Egypt was preeminently a sacred art. It was the
constant care of the priest who guarded.it so. jealously from everjrthing
that would coijtaminaiie it. The character and influence of music cannot be
doubted, In-j,ts j:i|;|^li^tlp itf^. sphere of worship it ms™ nothing short
of majestic^ pan .it be doubted, that the w^9^ay©^3^^s^on-to
th^ir religion in such massive and colossal buildings not have the same
characteristics about their music. And that such characteristics should
not have a tremendous influence on.the minds,Hearts and l.ives^f the
people it, is in^aossible^ to thinH .of. In musical science the Egyptians 
• * " *
■* 1 1 'were 'far ahdad o:^'all other nations. There, is a plqse connection of 
music with religion, in'fac't'ji they are inseparable. Here,too, wo see
% w
a divine origin ascribed to it. They attribute the^origin of these 
sacred melodies to the gpddess Isis,.
In their temple service whole families were uae^,.. It-in 
this manner that^t^ie mysteries of.’their religious uritos wer« transmitted 
first from the to t)i§ son and jProijj generation to generation. It
thus created the priesthood; for music and later came to be a^jSSlected 
caste. It vra-s doubtless this idea that the Hebrews carried away with 
them from Igypt to I^lestin^ when they. made, qn^ of thestwelve tribes 
to be set apart for the Temple service. In the Temple service of 
Egypt there were always procession in whJrch they carried their offerings 
and the images of. the .gods. Lyrical ^poama containing the* praises to their 
gods and heroes were, always sung at public ceremonies; also hsnans
were addreased to the ri'alng and setting sun. There is a significant 
relation made between the'goddess Isis-Hathor and music. She is called
“the holy goddess of love, the mighty heavenly mother, the beautifGl--
filling heaven aM’iearth with deeds of benevdl'ence." (1)" Such ideals 
were of' untold value in the moral uplift of ^humanity-^of that day^. That 
music had reached a very high state of perfection is testified to by 
Ambros who saidi “The Egyptian palaces are surrounded with whole 
conservatoires of music.” (2) The inference is taken from a picture 
of an-, of the^ valia; of the eatao^s^A
The place of music in the lives of the Epygtian is stated 
very clearly in a paragraph taken from a quotation by.Baltzell. Zt is 
as follows: • ’ ■
“ dProm the decorations on the walls of tombs we-perceive 
that the Egyptians made great use of music. Ve find harps of many sizes 
and shapes, sne.ll. and ettsily portable, to others’beyond the*-height of- 
a nein, crude and of the utmost simplicity, to others elaborate and 
extremely rich in'decoration. ‘TTe note an almost oliaie8s'’^aT*iety of 
lyres, guitars, and mandolins .(that is, similar in type to the instruments 
we kfiow by that name), single* and double flutes, played by hands of 
numerous musicians, to-gether with male and female singers. Music was usdd 
to accompany the dance, the funeral cortege, the banquet and other 
social functions.^ Inscriptions show that there were musicians of high 
social position at the court.* ’ (5)
With them music also had a close affinity with astrones^. •
This linking of ihhSic with the science of the stars and the heavens 
as well as to the universe at large clearly points to the facts that 
music above all" the other arts had *the power to give complete 
expression to the infinite-andithe eterml. This reveals to us that 
they were not only interested in" the conmfon things, of life but also in 
eternal verities.’
(1) ITaumann's lUstory of Music, pjS*
(2) “ “ " " p 59.
(J) The history of Music by Baltzell, p 59*
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Another importar^t thing about th^. ^Igyptian is the fact that
9
• «v»
it had the‘power to destroy 8orj*pw, to alleviate pain, to heal the 
broken heart caused.by death and departure of a loved one. Here is 
Maspero, the Egyptologist, telling t)mt. after the sealing of the tomb 
that the family returns home not to weep and mourn but to a banquet 
to a feast and not to sorrow. He saysi - ^ ^ ^
” * After the -last, lin^ which hold the dea4 has been broken.
The sacred harpist plays a prelude, then, standing before a statue of 
the' deceased, chants -the dirge first -sung* long ago At the> funeral of the
Pharoah Antouf: ’Tfhe world is but parpe’Uial movement and change.....
ICot ha^pinesfi to the nsin
in the sepal^^^; o^e then a good^lay and do not be idle in enjoying 
thyself.'' "(1^ . “".f
As. a matter of fact the most Important of theifrnational melodies
are those which refer to death, the fraility of all things human, and
the future state of the blessed. They always gave much considaration^to
these and kindred subjects. These odes had a tworfold oharacterj somes-
times- they wjsre pathetic elegies* on the loss -of, the departed, at other
times they were hymns glorifying their transfiguration. Below is given
specimens of both:
"Return, Ohy returni 
God Panu, return!
Those that were enemies 
ftro no more .here.
0 lovely helper,'.lretui:n
That thou may* st see me, thy sister.
Who*loves thee:
And comest thou not naaK ilwttr 
0 beautiful youth., teturn. Oh, returni 
When I see thee not
heart sorrows fro thbe,
I roam about for thhe, to see thee in the form of Nai 
To see thee, to 'see thee, thou beautiful lov'd one.
Let me, the Radiant, see thee
God Panu, ail'-glory, see thee again.
To thy beloved cnme, blessed Onnofris,
Come to thy sister', come'to thy wife,
God Urtuhet, oh, come!
Come to t>Qr Consort! ('2)
(1) The'history of Baltiell -p 59*
(2) Ifaumann's History of Music, 4o.
"Grdcious be to me^ thou God of the rising sun.
Thou God of the evening sunj Lord of both worlds,
Thou God, who alone in truth dost dwell.
Thou who hast created all.
Revealing thyself in the eye of the sun.
At eventide I praise T^iee,
Peacefully dying to begin new lifei .
‘Midst hymns of praise sinking ’into the sea '
TOiere jubilant-TJiy bark awaits Thee., ” (1)
Here then, we have the f4.t1iirtg correlation of both words ^nd rausict
This ancient nation must have realized, that pure music alone could not be
sufficiently, effective. Hence, we have these, two poems expressive of a high
,«rQj^s,.afl _thl8 indica-^s a high^^lape of living and
reveals the trenmndous power exerted on their lives. Thus music shows us
*9 '
the continuity of life even in apparent death. It is only the flowering 
of an eternal spirit amid the ruin of the world. We take for grarited that 
these people understood these bines but h.ow can .they be imderstood if
they ignored their true inner force. And it is that force that we claim
\
for music. It is the power to u^-lift humnaity.
The Music of The Bible.^
What a wonderful .history is that of iihe Hebrew people. It has 
seen nation after nation rise and fall. What remained of anpieot 
Egypt, of classic Greece, of military Rome? What is there to tell of 
their civilization, save a few ruins, a few statues, some historical and
poetical records. But in the Hebrew people we have a race iii*4iact who
%
through slavery and bondage have risen above her immediate downfall and
given to the wncld a great token of her existence. What a picture of
patience we have, here as they endured the most severe trials. Is it any
> *
wonder they pride themselves as being Jehovah's chosen people when they were 
given the oracles of God, The Hebrews were a religious people, the code 
(1) Neumann'8 History of Music, pp 40
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delivered to them by Moeee fixed the status of their music up to the
time of the pleasurec-loving Solomon, It is the one thing that differeniates 
' ' * * “ 
them from‘all other nations.... the fact that the God whim they worshiped
could not be put into plastic form or represented by a picture. It -i^
" j
also the one thing that made such a profound impression on their music 
and poetry. To them it was a sacred matter and not a sensuous art. And so 
obedient to the command which Moses gave to them that they should not 
make any graven image they proceeded to develop their music and religion 
subjectively rather than objectively. It must be done in spirit and Ant 
truth.
Now while their music to a large extent was a new innovation 
there can be no doubt that they were greatly influenced by the surround­
ing nations, Abraham was a citizen of Ur df Chaldees where a considerable 
civilization had been attained. Prom there he moved to Canaan and' from 
there to Egypt and back agaiii’^the country east of the Red Sea. One 
cannot think of such contact with other nations without some influences 
being carried away. ^ Doubtless, when his decendents went down to Egypt 
they must have carried some of the mUsic and instruments from Syria,
Then their sojourn in Egypt helped them to gain a considerable knowledge 
of the sciences, literature, customs and music. We know thdt Moses was
• 4^ Iinstructed in the learning of the priesthood, innwhich capacity he gained 
considerable knowledge of the temple service. It is the claim of nttny 
that thdt the above ineidents laid the foundation stones of bheir national 
music. That after leaving Egypt their wandering life was not at all 
conducive to developing a people's song such as they had. The music of 
any people if most always liiiked up with war and worship. It is in this
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connection that we shall study their music.
The Worship Music of Ambros©ln his history called Hebrew onusic divine
The Hebrews',
service and not art. This, is seen ih a very', 
remarkable way in the temple service, Dur,ing the -reign .of David, the Levite§ 
were-organised as the singers for the.temple, Both-,.:gien and women were 
employed, (Ezra Nehemiah Jt67,) and four thousand praised the Lord
with instruments while two^ hnndred and eighty-eight singers sang before 
the altar. This number of players is doubtless the largest orchestra up 
to its time. The. singers we mre told in unison .as of dne yoioa xihder
the leadership of Asaph, Hemah/ ^hd Jeduthun,, These men conductejd their 
singers with the clashing of the cymbals rather than the baton. Under 
these men were twentyfour other leaders, Theywere formed into classes of 
twelve each, Chenaniah was the head of the school and choir master. 
Josephus.in his works gives a very interesting account of the splendor of 
these services. He describes the trumpets as made of silver, the. harps 
and psalteries as made of the fjinest G<ip^er and the coats made of the 
finest silk. They wera all parts of the service. In this organization of 
the choirs and orchestras of -the temple it developed the people into 
well^ disciplined groups. Through this medium they gaiasd 
The singing whic was often, antiphonal^ not only gave ta the grpups a 
certain responsibility*but it also’created the idea of co-operation. The 
use of certain instruments for the use of the temple service alone ,
’treated the Idea .of being sepai^te and distinct. This idea created. th& ‘ 
thought of the Holinesa and Majesty of God', It^de a distinction 
between the secular and the sacred. This di8tincti.d>n put* Jehovah on a 
high plane and also created an ideal for the people.There came’ with this 
a moral obligation to make such a distinction before the people.
other uses .of Hebrew The flourishes of the trumpets, mentioned in
- --- * tenth chapter of Numbers, represent some­
thing of our present day regimental band t3^e of music. It was connected
with all collective acts----it summoned the people to the religious
ceremonies, it announced their festivals, it was used in war, it was 
used at the coronations of their kings, it proclaimed the year of Jubilee, 
and gave ’jra.rning of the wrath of God,
It is interesting to note also how intimately music was
connected with prophecy, ^en Elisha prophesied to king Jehosaphat he
1.
said: "Bring me a minstrel. And it came to pass whem the minstrel played
‘i ' T . .
that the hand of the Lord came upon him," (2Kinge, There are
many similar instances in the Old Testament, In the life of Saul we find 
it having a double effect) To induce the prophetic spirit and to banish 
his fears and evil thoughts. Saul was very susceptible to the charm of 
.music.
But music was not always used in the deep religious sense 
as given above. There was another kind which was subtle, brilliant and 
seems to have been more voluptous. It was reserved for the wealthy
^ 9-
class who in Job twenty-one is characterized as the ungodly rich "who 
take the timbrel and the harp and rejoice at the so.i^d of the organ,"
Nearly all the music and especially that of the Old Testament 
is spoken of as a forn&l matter and generally as an act or expression 
of joy. It must have been its connection with religion that made it so. 
For when sorrow cornesmasdc is not used much. When in captivity their 
hearts were sad“ and when requested by their captors to sing for them a
t
song they replied: "How can we sing a song in a strange land." This 
little incident in the life of the people shows that the Babylonians 
were very fond of mUsic and that the Hebrews were splendid musicians.
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Again we have a very -drakatic picture of their experience in captivity 
whicli is given in the‘words of‘the Psa'lmist! -By the waters of Babylon 
we sat downwind wept.” (1) No music-now but when the evil days are 
passed and joy returns he lifts his’ voice to the people tha't -the Lord 
be praised with the trumpet, p’salfery,'harp and the timbrel, the stringei 
instruments and pipe and the High'sduhding cymbals.
War and Patriotic is not a strangd thing cbrisidering her four
Songs.
'hundred years in bondage that her first song* 
should oomo under this hiding. Moses their leader, educated and trained 
in'music as Well’as in all the" other arts, of Egypt, was its composbr and 
author. It is a song of triumph and was sung after that memorable 
passage through the Red Sea. It was led by Miriam, Moses* sister, and is 
a song of grateful praise for the' goodness of God wh6' had opened a way 
of -escape from Phardah and his pursuing hosts. It -was doubtless sung as 
a solo with choral accompaniments. It is notewortliy that 'ftandel should 
Imve immortalized this splendid song. This Is one of the maiiy such songs 
that we have in the Bible. Songs of praise for the goodneas of C?od which 
reveals the national spirit and grhtitude for victory dvertfche*^aiMi|iy.
It is praise for the avenging of Israel. Others are the triumphal ode of 
Deborah and Barak, and the greeting of*-the Israeriti-sh women to Saul and 
David on their fcetxirn from the slaughter of the Philistines. Large 
portions of the Psalms, the book of Job auid the Prophets contaifi such 
utterances as given above. *
The Folk-Songs of the * it is supposed* that the inscriptions at the 
Hebrews*
head of some of-the Psalms are the titles of
well-known tunes, perhaps secular tunes,to which the^psalms were sung.
C'ti Psalm
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Seeing we have no definite data to this effect we must only conclude such
a matter* Ve base our principle on the fact that the history of music in.
the Christian Church has over and 4ver aga'in borrowed profane airs for
the use of the hymns of the Church* There is hardly a branch of the
Church and seldom a period of its history that it hasn't been’done* We
cannot think of the people who for four hundred years among the Egyptians
and not Imving a store of their secular songs. The home life and the ^
festive occasions all called for song^s. We are told_ that the gathering
of the grapes took plafie with a ^reat song and shout. This is given to
us in Jeremiah tw^ty-five and^the thirtieth verse. Here are some'of the
headings which ar^ given to us: "After the song beginjiing. Hind .of the
Dawn." Ps. xxii; "After the song. The silent Dove in far-off Lands."
Ps. Ivi; "After Lilies" Ps xlv; and"Destroy Not" Pa. Ivii,
«•
These and many other indication, which .are given us go to 
prove beyond a doubt that the secular song^ was very popular. It was used 
on all occasions and finally made .itself felt in the riti^al and worship 
of the temple. And by this method laid down a precedent for future 
generations. Por ever since the Church has taken over into its service 
the tunes of the Songs of the people.
Hebrew Poetry and Before closing this section we must discusa' '
Music. '
the relationship of Hebrew-poetry and music*
The key to the Hebrew music is their poetry* Their poetry i^s the. result
of the injunction against the use of any "graven images" cut them off
from the aesthetic faculty in sculpture and painting. Their wanderings
barred them from the architecture. So the only thiggsllSfti'fortthem
were poetry apd song and in these they poured out their whole strength
with passion and whole-heartedness. It is this that makes them so
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religious becausa their-JLivea were not touched bji.the artistic practice*
f ' *
The most striking'characteristic about Hebrew poetry is the parftllelism.^
of’'the phrases, fiach sentence or complete thought being-made, up of two
similar or-contrasted thoughts and thb.music must-have had the. idoa.
The following from the PeSilms. shoir this feature! .t
"Lord, hear my voices Let thine ear be attentive to the voice 
of my supplication."
•- » -1 * w
"I will not give sleep to my eyes, or slumber to mine eyelids." 
And here it is that ww see '^e graat 'use of the antiphonal in their 
worship and ritual.
In closing this section of this paper there is one outstanding 
feature of Hebrew music and which- really lays-’ the basis of the thesis 
of this paper. One chhracteijistic of it that it is not an end but a 
means. The ultimate goal of their service was to get into touch with 
Jehovah and music and poetry combined afforded this means of appoach.
It was not music for muSic's sake but for the greater value which was
■5
worship of Jehovah according to their own emotions and promptings of 
the spirit within. As we shall go on in, this paper we shall strive to 
show that this is great purpose of music. To afford self-expression
■ i r« - ;
and especially in the service of God. The history of Christianity is 
unfailing in its testimony to the power of music and even when the
« ^ t
’Church has failed there has always been a spark of emotional fire 
that has'kindled or rekindled the dead enthusiasm which once burned 
brightly. But before we take up'the question of'music in the early 
Church we shall ^eal with‘the'influences it had on^thd young life of 
Greece. It is rewritable in its power over the process'of-character 
building and the influence which it had fOr Tnany generations*
The Influence of Greek-Mualc In The history and theory" of music is
Character Building*,
very closely and intimately connected 
with Greek life* It covers a period of 1,500 years ii* we count the 
mythological 'and'histofical periods. And it's influence on all succedding 
generation is of untold value. He doubtless got his musical knowle^i^e 
from the dwellersrof the Nile 'valley, Th© exact amount it is difficult to 
say. It iB,as we have foUnd in all the other ancient systems, a belief 
tlfet 'music had an 'influence oser the moral nature of man. And even here 
they referred Itfi imreirfeion to the gods,
Greek-mythblogy has' come to us thru fableb which are pregnant 
with meaning. It is as someone has said that the key to the Greek mind 
is through his mythology* He loved the worldj to him it was fair, the 
sunshine and shadow, ‘mountains and valleys, the brooks and rivers,'the 
earth and the heavens all revealed ihe marvelous power and handiwork of 
the great Creator, the clear firmament'and the radiant stars were all
his instructors. He dealt with the real and the abstract in simple fashiion* 
The Greek myths of Orpheus, Amphion, and Arion are but samples 
of the hundred of marvellous tal'es of musical effect that have t^en 
place in primitive legends, eveh here we find that they give' tt
divine origin:
”It wa3 from kpqhXo that the flomeric ba'rds derived the art of 
song, while concerning the misses, were not their favorite haunts by the
sacred fountains of Aganippe and Hippocrene, by Mount Parnassus and the 
Castillian spring.” (l)
This belief in the magical pow^r of music thus became almost 
universal, Furthemore, they believed it had a power to kindle definite 
passions and to exert a direct moral or immoral influence. The most 
in5)prtant feature given to it by the Greek was the place it had ip the 
(1^ The Growth and Influence of l^aio by Tipper, p 24.
educatiion of .the /outh. .';And this referred iiot only to the. melodies^-but 
the different keys or raodee which .they claimed Exercised apositive, 
influence -on char^icter. This claim included all sorts of virtues sind 
pgyc|\ical powers. Their .four modes are attributed to the geniua of 
lythagoras are representative of various moral characteristics which are 
defoned as follows by the philodohpers: The Dorian mode or key 
represented the austere^ The Hypqdorian the proud and joyousj The Ionian 
v.oluptousness;,and the Phrygian licentious, this was* reserved for feasts 
and jjw^t J^por^t were th© Dorian and the Lydian,
The IJqri^p was jspi^jeered bpld_ apd maply,^ inspirip^ valor .and^ f^rtit^de.
The Lydian was the opposite and was considered as weak and enervating,
Plato very -energetically condemns the opinion that music is for man’s 
pleasure. He finds in-it a. .direct relation between it and morality.
He claims that certain melodies and rhyttos turn the plastic mind
toward ttrtue, ■ Therefore the virtuous nein was one whosedife was in
harmony with music.
While music did all this we must, remember that mus^ic was not 
a free independent art .as w© know.it. When the philosophers spoke of 
music they thought of it in its associations with poetry, religious and 
patriotic observances, moral and historical relations.. And so 'it is 
with the Greeks. What Plato is striv^r^^for is that type of music that 
has the power to move men. When it did this it was considered of the,, 
right type. Hut when it rises into an aft but no definite purpose save 
to delight the ear of the listener or possesses no emotional power then 
it fails to move the mind of men in ai^,given .direction. Even in modern 
life the music thatiexerts the greatest influence .over the lives of men
t
is not. the mature and complex art of the masters but the single strains
that come from the j)eople V7ith such Recollection that stirs the heart*
The song taiat mov.es a congregation'ta-t^rs, or that stirs a‘regiment 
:of epldiere^to do and dare* or that helps'men to stand for‘the right 
is not tha elaborate work of art but the ‘‘simple ajid obvious tune which 
has its associations deep down in the hearts of the people, -ItHs' this 
association which the^Gre^ks recognised. They realized that it had "bhe 
power to inculcate a lover for Itha nobla^and a-hatred for the meetn* And 
sa cl'osely comacrted was it with their edUcatfon-and' ethibs 'that Plato 
depreciated the 4dea ithat aamie was single to ‘give pleasure* He held for it 
^ mqre and noble; ta^k. Theref-ore he insisted -that 'the Spartan boys be 
"taught the Dorian mode because it developed manliness, dignity and 
self-expression and self-dependence. Singing ms resorted to in their 
dining Hall in' order to-help them to eat the black tough’porra’ge*
They used music in every phase of life* The ^reek hymn had 
a very foremost place in the offices of sacrifice, libation and 
procession* Unfortunateiy, it developed Into the drama and music gradually 
became a separi^te art, becoming more and toOTb secular in its essential 
qualities* Later the religious geniuVdiscarded the art'bf sound for the” 
art. of painting and the plastic art* She sought to express '
beauty through the eye and not the .ear. And when'it was impossible for 
them to express it thru the eAr they did so thru philosophy* The 
Christian Church owes much to her for the ideas and the musical' knowledge 
she gavse-to the world* -
Her folk-songs came by way of mythology* They had songs of 
popularity which included airs to the shoe-malcer, the dyer'and the watei*- 
carrier and to the shepherd. They sang while harvesting", -while grinding, 
while pressing the grapes,^while weaving.and spinning. All work was done 
on the co-operative or collective system*
The Music^of*'the Early Ohurch.
With the advent of Christianity the music of the Jewish 
Ohurch was naturally taken over by its successor. Por^ this we have the 
highea;^ authority, by exan^le if not by precbp't# have a very definite 
account that it is an institution of our ITord Himself i He was'a constant 
worshipper in the temple'where music'' was an integral part of the service* 
And when at the close, of hjs life, in that memorable night in which He 
was betrayed, when He had gathered His deciples around rfim in the upper 
rocmi^ after the institution of the sacrament. He and His d66ci|)le8 sang 
a hymn. It was the great '’*Ha’llel”’'Q9nsisting of'Psalms ttl6 
inclusive-. The l^mn was one of thankgiving and praise. It’was pfo'bably 
the first Christian hymn although the tlagnificat. Nunc Dimittis, and the 
Gloria in Excel sis antedate it. These latter ones came ihto usd informlly 
later on.
The early Christian Church was not onlt influehced by the Hebrew 
music but alo by the Greek and the Roman. However much of this ini^luence 
the early Ohurch imbibed we do not know except^that the music of the 
early Christians tos much meaw sweeter and simpler. It was ^doubtless from 
ttiese sources that they drew their ideas if‘not the actual material* They 
must have 'been susceptible to both the religious and the 'secuiar'^elementa. 
An early characteristic is the subordination of music to pdSfry and the 
dance-figure. Harmony was'virtuallj: unknown in antiquity without which: 
no independent art of music can be possible, "^hatthey used was the ' 
chant which conformed tp the metre and .a© cant of th© text. In true song
it is just the reverse. This prJSiple adopted by„the Ohurch fathers was
■
that of the chant and which proved a stumbling block to modern*music' 
until a new relation between music and poetry was introduced.
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The Teatimony, of Muaic and singing The singing of Psalms formed a part 
in the Epistles,
of the. early Christian worship right 
from the beginning with certain other psalms for special Occasions and 
days. Just at what time hymns were added we do not know. It is quite 
evident that it was in the time of Paul for he distinctly mentiohs them 
and spiritual songs. Ifi his letter to the Ephesians he writes thus^ 
"Speaking one to another in ^halnsinBnd’hymns and spiritual songs, singing 
and-makihg melody with-ySilr heart tb tha Lord‘." (l) The psalms we all 
know, the hyiais are tp be the canticles, such as the Song of
Moses, the thanksgiving of-Hannah, the Vision of Habuldcuk, etc. Jhe 
songs are the experiences-composed by the Christians themselves. Here 
then we find in the field of music the first freedom given to men to 
con^jose hymns, freely; This inspiration has never failed from that day to 
this. Indeed this points to the birth of Christian hymnody. During the 
terrbbbe persecutions they sought a placre where they couiid worship God 
unhampered so they built the catacombs and here with free reia given to 
thejr emotions they sang praises to God, The testimony of another of the 
Apostles is that of St, James who tells those who a're merry to-sing”^
hymns and sAngs, Itvis clear that’congregatioial 
before instrumental music. The method of-this .singing was^that oft 
antiphonal—i-'-either between the .precentor and the congVegation, or 
'between men and women;
In testifying'to the fact of congregational singing, thht all 
participated in it Chtysostom said:
"It was the, ancient custom, and it still .is* with us for all to 
coma together and unitedly join in the singing. The young and old, rich 
and poor, male and female, bond and fre0,all join in one song....... .
(1) Eph, V, xix.
All worldly distinctions here cease, and the whole congregation form 
one general chorus." (3’)
We ha^e the testimony of raapy others to the effect tliat men 
and women and even children and young people all Joined in the psalmody. 
Hera we find the idea of religious educatipn in giving to th© children 
thru the medium of song the precious truths concerning^ the work- and life 
of Christ, Here it is that they set down the example for us to fallow.
In their social gaxherings, in the homes or in the meeting-place these 
Christians moved in one continual atmosphere, of praise,. It was one never 
failing stream of sacred mejo^.
It was in this way ti^t these early Christians were given an 
opportunity to develop their powers of hymn-writing. Their new faith 
would not let them be content with the Hebrew psalm to express their 
new found joy. It became necessary that they write
* V
hymns to express their faith in Christ .and their experiences. They 
were guided for the most part by experience of the past and with Ifchis/ 
they built up a rich hymnody, It was^ the free ^unrestrained jnuslc of 
the soul unfettered by any music restrictions,
of Pagan T^iters There caiv,b® little doubt about the 
to Church music.
music of the earlj Christians and 
the method they used. Wo have^ definite proof in^a letter^wrilften by 
Plimy the younger to Trajan the Emperor in which he tells of their 
coming together before^ the break of day to sing hymns. He goes on to 
say that the singing was antiphonal.y. There is a tradition that Ignatius 
Bishop of Antioch, introduced the system of antiphonal singing as early 
as the second century, having been moved to such a procedure by a vision 
of angels singing in such a manner.
Tertullian in his description of the Love Feasts says that 
after the washing of hands and bringing of lights, each man is irivitdd
(T) Hymns and Choirs by Phelps, Parks, and Purber^, p 55K
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to come forward to sing a hymn in praise to God. These could be -of 
their own composition or from the scriptures. In this way thqy ^ot had 
the thoughts of God but also the opportunity to express them. The 
testimony's to what we now call the "Religious Polk~Song." It gave the 
opportunity for both impression and expression. And it see^as that there 
is not a phase of lige that it does not touch. It became a means that 
no other could take in, the propagation, of the "Good News."
We have “seen,that the influence of this period was a large one 
in building up the ^ith of the people. It was accomplished in a large 
measure bylthe songs of the people. Theere can be no doubt that.these 
ideas of the faith would have taken a long time spreading hod it not been 
for the methods which they used* Whatever may have been the character of 
the singing,it represented the type, which then and- in after struggles of 
the church carried the truth into the hearts of the people,lifting them 
up into great heights of religious experience and deepening the spirit 
of good fellowship toward the brethren.- They came to have hallowed and 
sacred associations and such experiences came, to be an integral part of 
being. It was born of the people and for the people.
^be Plain.Song. -History tells us that the only worthy, ^maeio
for ten centuries was^ the^^ain gong, The,Plaii^- 
Song was none other than the Unision Chant in which, everybody took 
■part. Unfortunately..it finally led to the chant being sung by the-^. ' “ 
priest and choir thus robbing the people of one of their privileges.
The one important thing about it in connection with this paper is the 
fact that the music was subject to the words. Chant iA, speech‘song, and' 
it is probably the oldest form of vocal speech or music. It was doubtless 
taken over in a modified form from' the sacrificial song of the Egyptians, 
.the ^Hebrews and the Greeks.
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In the chant the notes have no fixed and measurable value and 
«*
are not intended to give the duration of the note but to guide the 
modulation of the voice. The length of each tone i's determined by the len 
length of the syllable. The rhythm is a natural one, and is a succession 
of syllables grouped by means of accent and pitch. All of this meant that 
there had to be some instruction and this consequently resulted in , 
schools being established'for'the purpose.^ This greatly aided in the 
effort to write down the sounds. These schools were under the authority 
of the Holy See,
■In this cpnneqtion the^ names of ,bo^h, Ajgbnqse ^nd-Gregory are 
given prominence. There had been such a conglomeration of songs that 
the .church now felt that it was time to make a standard. Hymns add 
songs had been used to a great extent for propagating heresies that 
some system had to be drawn up. ,And the work of Ambrose was simply 
to gather the ever increasi:^ hymns and tunes and codify them into a 
system. It united all the people eyerywhere in the singing of God's 
praise. That it had its influence there can be no doubt and the 
following will give some idea of its extent; Augustine inf.speaking of his 
music saysi " *How I wept at thy hymns and canticles, pierced to the 
quick by the voices of thy melodinua Church! Thos^ yoicea .flowed into my 
ears, and the truth distilled into my heart, .4nd thenee there streamed 
forth ja devout emotion^ and ny tears ran down, and happy wat I therein' ” 
(1)
The Music of the Middle' We often think of the Middle Ages as the 
Afies*. .dark ages but they were not entirely so. 
When we remenber the tremendous wealth of the Latin Hymnody' we can only 
conclude that the life of the people w^s mirrored in their songs. And
we must remember also that the people continued to make their own songs*
(1) Music in the Western Church by Dickenson, p67
^9
These soi^ or hymns are the testimonies of the faith of the people. They 
believe with a will and their hymns are triumphant statements of such
4
fervent faith and trust. In them we find expression against the dogmas
* * 
of the times* ^^any of them containing a protest against prevailing
conditions. Reeves,in quoting Ker, saysj
" 'No literary work of the dark ages can be compared for the 
extent and the far reaching'resuits ‘of its influences with the develop­
ment of popular Latin poetry* The hymn went hymn went farther and affected 
a larger number of people’s minds than anything eise in literature*' ” (l)
It-was the pbweroiSftiiaBic carried the’ people though'the awful 
conditfcSi- cf dirt"fend woe, the ignorance and wretkhi?-
edness of 'the common pebple- and* the-finery and eruerity* of the- few> 'there 
still remained the human spirit, alive and striving. It was this fact 
and3ri;such times of popular devotion, acts of faaith and self-renunci- 
atibn that'made man false'towering'0HUl*ch'ds', 'talce part in the erusades. 
They were hymns of faith, hope and chferity. They were'bbhn of thes'fe-with 
light of-l-ove and-beauty, otherwise they could-not have kindled the" fires 
which kept alive the Chrlstiah virtues. The-people-because of their 
spirit and music- were made “kings and priests” unto God, They sang these 
hymns at ail times and on all occasions, 'They were the”* early pastorals 
of the Church and as *some one has ^id it was iB^»ssiblo to go throxigh 
the country without hearing the* ploughman^ of the vine-drees'er b'r any 
other laborer sing these songs and hymns. They are* the'songs, yes, the 
battle-songs of the Church', sung in the hours of darkness, but'a's a 
prelude and thanksgiving of victory, thebe'experiences bmbodiddrasusahh 
in these hymns cannot be buribdd in dead, languages, or secluded in any 
{Articular‘national literature. They Ifve besause they posses's the'Veal 
embodiment of Christian experience#
(.1) The Hymn as "Literature by Reevesj p 64w . ^
Now before leaving this section of the ?)aper let us review a 
little^ Wo fihd a,great advance in the music of the Church brought about
throughtthe influence of Ambrose. They are seen in the subject ^tter,‘ 
rhythm, diction and language* He composed four scales dnd the music 
showed a brightness and md^ement up-and down'the scale. As'to tKe Influence 
of such a movement in'the-music of t^t day there can be no doubt. Hq'is ’’ 
called the Father of Latin'fiymnody. ^
In-addition to these four modes Gregory caaae along'and gives 
four.-sHore* 0^ '©ight*ai^eB'the Gregorian Chants are founded,
founded a- school at "Rome-and from“here sent^mresionaries to all “the”'then 
known world. These teachers of chanting thus_ carried the gospel of 
Christ by the means of their music. It thus became a great agency in the 
propagation of the Word of God. The progress may be seen in the way the 
Latin hymn was given free sway. When one thinks of the number ofhymns, 
one is amazed with the great influence it exerte,d over the people. The
hymns themselves are an indication of the deep influence they had over 
the lives of men.
Nor can we leave_ this without a word ihareference to the 
Greo|t music in the Eastern Church. While Latin hymnody had its day in 
the West so did the Greek hymnody have its day rn the East. We’ are
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greatly indebted to Dr, Neale for his work with the Greek hymn because
it has greatly enriched our knowledge and appreciation of it. And not
*
withstanding the opposition against singing of hymns the people 
composed and san§ them. A list of these would immediately give one
a comprehensive idea of the depth of the spiritual life of the people.
And although they were forbidden participation they foi^d it impossible 
to repress the feelings of their hearts which they did in these songs.
This they did in no half-hearted manner but with a loyalty which 'is 4ri 
exEimple to ail who come after them. In them they have given us the' 
doctrines *of the Church; Hymns of the battle-fields; Hymns of Gods out- 
of-doors; The' Christian life here,‘and the vision of the NeV Jerusalem*
In all of this it is a step in the right 'direction. For music’ is' seeking 
for more and more expression and feeling over against the great demand for 
the beautiful and the aesthetic* And with such names as Hucbald of 
Flanders, the inventor of harmony; Guido of Arezzo, the father of notation 
and 9f, pologae, the discoverer of rhythms; as well as "Falestrina
the flatiioaroaf3flhurch music, all of whom placed in the. hand^mah'the" 
wherewithal to give to these innermost feelings its rightful place and 
adequate expression*
The Spiritual Folk-Song.
It is an interesting question to ask^the why and the wherefore 
of the folk“song* In our last section we learned that the Church had 
taken the congregational hymn away from the people. But music if robbed 
of one outlet is likely to find another. This is precisely’ what it did. 
They are like "Topsy” in ”Uncle Tom’s Cabin" they just growed. Yes, but 
out of the lives of the people, Ife must also remember that the various 
tribes of Europe long before their 66nversio“n to 'Chfistiahity had a large 
btore of hymns to their deities, and can it be expected that after 
changing their allegiance to a new faith that they should be any the less 
true* They simply used this same gift only in another direction, A true 
significanceofiftthe folk-song is that they are withbut^'art and in most 
cases spring up spontaneously out of the dramatic and natural musical 
sense of the people. They are always pictorial and’the language is always 
concrete and simple. They are the outcome of 4irect hxjman experiences.
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The material of these songs include mai^ subjects and they tell the story 
in the greatest of detail • At the time when Lati^ was the language of the 
Church many'ofthese were written in a mixture of bibth Latin and the 
vernacular*' ^ut the most CQnmon way is in.the vernacular. And like a 
ballad they are nade with a refrain which is sung over ahd pver again. 
This is a great aid to the memory and the people soon learn them and 
consequently they .become-a. part of the very life of the |)eople. We shall 
now examine some 'of them:
_ occasions that have called forth the largest
Church Festivals^,
^number of fdlk-so^s are, the Church ^festivals, 
Clement in the first century admonished the priests to keep the feast 
days and especially the day of Christ's birth, Telesphorus, who 
became Bishop of Rome in 129 started the custom of keeping the birth of 
Christ with the singing of carols. But even here the songs of the poeple 
were sung. And these were the free spontaneous songs not of art but 
but of the emotions. The Advent is given in such words asj
"I saw three ships come sailing in 
On-Christmas. Day in the morning.
And what was in those ships 90 fair 
On Christmas Dajr in the aoniingt 
Our Saviour Christ and His Ladye,
On Christas Day in the morniiig,"--
The following lullaby give.9 a very-interesting picture of the 
home life of the Holy family. It also show how closely these ideas had 
become, imbedded in the lives of’ the people. Home life for Jose^b and 
Mary was much the same as “yiat which they lived. Children to be put to 
sleep and sometimes they were, a little fretful, He^re^we have ffe.ry 
demanding help in the fallowing words: ^
“ "Joseph,tender Joseph mine,*
Help me rock ray babe divine," (2)_
(1) Excursions in Musical History by Dickenson p I05,
(2) " II n n » n
What could he more tender tha?i this as the religion of Jesus' 
Christ weaves itself into the liVotf of the people. ‘They live over again 
the events which they think the holy family went through and by thb T.aw 
of association make it a part of their -own. Here then we have the highest 
type of life and the most, simple method of. expressing it* It is-these 
plain and simple experiences ‘which icarry them through life. And they try 
to give' them expression in uncClored yet simple language.
In'Austria where isheep farming’ is. c'omnion the'Coming ’of the 
shapherjia i« -
^ - "Shepherds,, now-go. to yon, fair Be'thlehem town,
Where in ammanger the Lord Christ has come to toan." (l)
Out of these songs have grown many experiences. Around the 
my8tery.:;playB are woven many of these songs. And there are no parts of 
the life of Christ that was capable of reproduction but that they did it. 
Even the flight into Egypt .had to bo put into a song. They realized what 
the peril and discomfort tliat such a trip incurred and so in sympathy
j
for the holy family they sing the song. It is called the "Kuns of 
Coventry." It is a very sweet lullaby.
But what of Jesus? And so in the play they very anxiously 
wwit for* the coming for Him, One shouts "there comes the donkey" and 
the shout goes up as we would say today "Hurrah, for the donkey! " Out 
of the East comes the donkey,"Hail, Sir Ass, Hail!" (2)
The decorations of "the Christmas also form a subject of many 
songs. Among them being the famous "Tannenbaum" The tree is a symbol of 
everlasting life that Christ brought to men. Another power which the " 
people saw in Christ. The symbolism of this attribute was the placing of
(1) Excursions in'llusicar History, bu Dickinson, o104.
(2) " " >1 « ...» p 105^
Saints Days~, The subject of these songs was not limited-to the ^
Church Pestiva-ls^^ but extended to many fields.
Among them^being the above subject-of gair^ts days. These days.gave a 
gr^at ince|^J.lve- to the invention of those .songs* What- these peop;Le mr^d 
was ^terial and these, days provided that* The importance of- them ^ie 
in the fact that they give the people the proper ideals. For in these- songs 
they sing of the wonderful deede~of kindness, love and loyalty to-'.the 
Church, Mapy. of, these-were not only Biblical but* there were many .that
Others were degondjary,
Bible Stories^. ^ We nq^- 'tiurn- to ,Bible storiea^fpund in the folk­
song. And we shall consider the folks right close 
home. In America we have a large treasure of folk-song. And like most 
of its kind are the outcome of great j^eligipus. revivals. They are the 
songs of a people-that .live very close-in thought Eind imagination to the 
heavenly world* The melodies are harmqnious, singable and appealing.
The subjects are for the most part Biblical. For ^instance,"DidnHiW 
Lord deliver Daniel?" "Didn't old.Pharpah get lost in-the Red Sea,"
Among them are -the "Dying Songs",they are the most beautiful songs in 
the world. BDeep River" "Doming for to carry me home," are very 
exquisite. There- Is nothing didactic pr aesthetic about theae .songs 
they are the- lively experiences of thousands of men and women. They seek 
to give expression to their inner feeili^s* They are not pictures of 
beautiful but of the true. We shall continue this discussion with a
consideration of the secular folk-song, ' .
* «
Secular Music.
While the science of music found' a home and was being nurtured 
in the Church, the real spirit found its source in the hearts of the
people. It-is from the natural feeling'and expression of-the common people 
■ that we get the best in music, Sugh-expressions are spontaneous and" 
contain great attraction because pf^-their originatity and unconcealed 
truthfulness which is the expression of the spuli Robbed' of its rightful 
place in the Church such expressionrcould ^nntr bo repressed forever.
For in crises as we have- seen in history the people have risen to their 
rightful place and in song-told-what the .y demanded. It is in this way 
down.*thru-the .ages that man and women in'Simplicity told wha,t were the 
'4ad;thi» was told in simple language the words always 
having preference over the music. .Jhe musfc,- too,,:unas3i8t*ed:by art 
was an innate.instinfetseefekigg algo to reveal those pent up feelings.
The Folk-Songs. The folk-song existed among the Egyptians, Romans
:and .Greeks, They-ar&.thecsongs of the peopTe. Jpst‘ 
who composed these songs il is impossible to find out. iThile the noble 
were trying h^rd tft render their service to musi-c in tha form .of art.’the 
people had theit tunes and verses. Many these songs-are very old, 
melodious and vary in rhythm and are full of riaive simplicity. They were 
generally used .for tha entertainment of the group, they** Weca sUhg around* 
the hearth. A splendid example of thia is* Bum'i portrayal of Scottish 
life in his ",The Cotter'a. Saturday’-Night.It''is...also’indicative of such 
experiences-'everywherd. Here are the firstlinesi
"They chs-nt- their artless notes in simple guisej- - '
They tunertheir hearts, by far the noblest aim;
Pef^ps "iXmdae's wild warbling measures rise,
. Or plaintive "Martyrs" worthy of the name;
Or noble "EJrgih)' befets tb© heavenis^r’d'flame,
The sweeter far of Scotia‘a holy lays....
From scenes like thede'old Scotia' grandeur Springs 
That makes her loved at home, revered abroad," (l)
* -
And as they gathered in this fashion one can just imagine the 
(1) The Hymn as Literure by Reeves p I5, ^
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hallowed influences which spread over the gathering. The simple songs 
as8pci4tg^,_TrAtlL jihg, best of morals and ethies. Singing of the simple 
and wholesome things of life. They were not art sdngs but heart-felt 
devotional praise; Sometimes to the hero, sometimes of the ron»Htic or 
the lover. Their subjects were numerous but they were all expressive of 
that innate freedom. It was the music of the people. And by this means 
morals and standards of living as well as religious questions were 
spread abroad. The folJc“song often acconqjanied their dancing. It was 
exceedingly rhythoioal,
"V .r ^
These men-, who without residence, owing no
The Minstrel.
allegiance to no lord, travelling at will from 
.place to place, in mnay cases outside the pale of society, these free sons 
roved from place to place, resting in castle or monas'fry, inn or rayslde’ 
camp did a great service to the people and for music. As they went from 
place to place receiving free hospitality they would sing their songs. 
These songs full of lofty ideas, of ronance,,consisting of tales and 
fables, all had their place in the moral uplift of the people. In these 
songs there was a spreading influence had it not been for music Itejjever 
would have reached the number of people it did* For the most part those
4m i
songs had a refrain and the constant repetition made them indelibly in
* y* ^
the minds of the people, Chaucer in his Canterbury Tales never omits 
to tell of the music of his day. The minstrel was the one that sang his
i ^
ballads into the hearts of the English, He usually belonged to the p 
rank and file of the people and sang his songs long before the Christian 
monasteries and Churches were established. Even Thomas the first Norman 
archbishop of Canterbury,who being very fond of music, and devoted much 
of his t^e to its studyj if ■ he heard any of the. minstrel * s tune which
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he liked he. would incoporate them for .the use of the Ohurch.
. The first de:^inite movement of the Troubadours
The Trouveres'* and the
Troubadours. took place in Provence, now Southeastern France
probably soon, after 1100* This was paralleled by a similar movement in 
Northern Prance which was called the Trouveres. The meaning of^..both wotds 
being ”finde‘ns and inventers”* It was a movement among the upper classes, 
Their work v/as distinctly rOjOre literary than musical altho they used the 
medium,to convey their ideas to the, people* While the Church was very busy 
with the more, somfer© things of life, the#© troubadours centred their music 
and poetry on love, longii^ and hatred, etc. In a very peculiar, s^nse these 
songs embodied the idea of chivalry or knighthood* It was an effort of man 
to break away from the old ways of barbarianism to a high and lofty 
position* The end of, their profession was the service of religion, honor, 
and exalted position of womanhood in word, deed and song. Their mottoes 
ran as followei"Love and Religion protect all virtues," another wast 
"My- soul to God, My life for the king, iCy heart for the lady. My honor 
for myself. ” (1)
It. seems impossible to measure the good that these men did*
With their songs and instruments they travelled from place to place 
and reminds one of the pioneer Methodist preacher who went around doing 
good* By their music .they got into the JjQst of society and thereby got 
the ideas of their songs across to th e people largely in the form of 
entertainment* But whatever be the method they used their music told 
the story as it always doei. It stirred the hearts of the people and
with joy did they learn their songs and receiyeritheir .ideals. These
Songs had on them the stamp of individuality. At first thejr resembled 
the gre^orian Chant but later a more graceful style with a great deal 
of Individuality attached to them,
(1) History of Music by Ritter, p
4g
"Their charm, ie, to the Intelligent muaician, tJinique, genuine, 
healthy, vigorous, and sweet as the songs of a choir of birds heard on 
a Spring morning, ‘in'the lieart of a fresh and dewy wood, ^dn the wind 
ife blowing and the sun is shining*"(l)
The Trouveres in the North doubtless caught the spirit of
the Troubadours in the South* Their themes for the most part ate tha
*
same yet there is a striking difference between them fortthe trouveres 
loved to sing about the myths of Brittany and Noraandy, They also loved' 
to tell the stories of the_^ Crusades and of other traditional heroes.
The music of the North lacked the warmth that was characteristic of the 
South. The.chi^ reason being the fact that in the North there were 
strong monasteriee and abbeys where the literature and. music had long 
been valued in religious worship. The music of the Trouveres had a 
striking influence in establishing the Netherland school of Music. The 
songs of these people included both religious and secular songs. So 
in this way they became great carriers of both ideals.
Paralleled with 1his movement of the Trouveres
The Minnesingers and' the
Meisteralngers. Troubadours came the movemnet of thw
Minnesingers and the Meistersingers. That it
was a similar movement has been denied on the grounds that the Minnesingers
are the love-singers. But their songs went farther than the others for 
not , "they are only expressions of Chivalry, and their .objects are not always
’ri/l.
married women, but they laid emphasis on the beauty of nature, religious 
feelings and the abstract qualities of character and patriotism. They 
displayed a'seriousness that is not found in France, They also avoided 
the Joi^leure which is due to their deep sense of the dignity of their 
ar.tr Their melodies were more austere and stately than those of Prance 
and IS characteristic of Genmn music. It was somewhat like the plain- 
song and the text being the primary object and concern,
(1) Ritter's History of Music p 5^,
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They were called ’’Rhapsodists” rather thannsong-singers, Whatever 
may have been'their statufi'there can’fesllttle doubt "concerning "their 
work and the value" of their songs in.ippBeddigg the "ideas o? love, beauty, 
patriotism, -PKlvalry, dnd religion^»‘Ih them afe“‘cont ained'loyalty to 
God,'the king and to t/omanhbod. The content'of their songs revea'l'an innate 
artistic instinct se'eking to give expression to the pent up feelings 'of 
the soul. The influence of the movement on mua’ic is much less than that of 
the troubadours while its influence on religion is considerabiy""more\ The 
Pimt into tWa hancfe ^ the populace' but f‘'br We mobt 
part remained, intho hands of the-few, ' ' 'c -u.Ii
After the Minnesingers came the Meistersingers, What is the 
exant r3ai6tdi)mbe.tweem them and their music is hard to say. There Is some 
t relationship between them’ as is seen Ih the formal Minnesinger and the 
typical Moistersinger^ ■"
The nmne meister meaiia master or expert and was applied to 
those who were competent to fix the standard of verse or song. But unlike 
the former they were ma'de up fafg^f thd buVgfieJ- class. And there can 
be little doubt that ^their songs'had much to do with th» 
society from'the - l4th to the 16th century. Their establishment'of'guilds 
and trades replaced the feudal system-and revolutionized the whole type 
of country life, " ' * ur.
The Guilds and the
Trades,
The guilds were very much like our present day" 
trades’unions. They were governed by an elabor­
ate system of rules, The nlaking of these rules established a'sense of fro
freedom* and individuality. The entrahce into these was by initiation.
In these guilds the members were divided iiito two classes, the master
and the novice. They possessed their own insignia of membership, their
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own hall, rules and regulations, and proper method of procedure* The
^ }
meetings were in the form of drill, thus creating self-control as well 
'as giving respect to those of authority. For the advancement of the 
novices there were contests of a very'ohigh character in order to -make 
the entrance difficult and to prohibit new inventions. These contests
for the most part were held in the Church which shows that the'^Ohurch
■ ^
did not intend that this new license should run wild*
The movement started in Mayence in I^OO. They soon multiplied 
and «pr«a4 threag^ut ^erotaziy* It was not until after 1600 that the 
movemant begah to decline and not until 1859 did the last guild 
disband*
The historic influence of the movemnet was considerable, 
since it affected the whole of Germany and many other countries. It 
finally degenerated into a highly artificial and useless class of 
musical tradesmen. Its greatest influenee and the one mostly interested 
in is the laying of the foimdatious for the popular religious songs 
which proved such a wide and powerful influence in the Reformation* For 
without this medium the movemant would have been less potential. The 
great influence of the Trduveres and the Troubadours was to form an 
alliance between it and the Church^music, It should be remembered that 
in those days when the people had no Bible this was the one means of 
telling the Bible stories. This is true of all the agencies mentioned in 
this section* And were it not for this method of singing the Gospel they 
never would have heard it at all* It, prepared the way for the Reformation. 
Had it not been for the way that music help spread .the Word Luther would 
have had a hard time getting his movement underway. The field was ripe
unto the harvest.
Music, and' Reforms;
Great Reforms are the resultvof great ideas. Music affords the 
greatest possible channel for the-propagation-of'-these ideai. Ever since 
the Christian Church started its-leaders ha^'recognised this fact. AM ^ 
realizing what a powerful weapon.it is they have ttseA to-great effect.
It is not only true of religious leaders but also of political leadei*8»
In fact> reformers of all kinds hav.e**resorted to it. Great national 
wrongs‘have been righted, and the brd'thePhodd of mfiri has been more firmly 
established beeawse ef ita aarveloua power. In this section we shall only 
deaj' with J.t aa ah influence in the Chupch>
Ephraem During the second century Bardasanes and
vs
Bardasanes and Harmonius. Harmonius wrote many h^mns and psalms
which were tinged with Gnostic views. It was by the charm and subtlety 
of their hymns and melodies that they won large"'numbers to their'tiews. 
Ephraem their sturdy opponent deliberately 3P&% out to- study poetr/ iri- 
order to combat them with thd'ir own methods. This- wae the .first system­
atic attempt at writing Christian hymns. He composed a large number of 
songs in the spirit of <Jithodoxy, established large choirs among the 
young .and old and had them sing these "hyiiriSy They were sung on Sub^ys 
and on. festal days and their aubject-s were .the Hatiylty,^ Baptism,
Passion and Resurrection of Christ. They were usually sung‘out-of-doors. 
Reeves jLn-a quotation in his book says*
"This champion of Christ put on his .arms and proclaimed war 
against the forced of the enemies, especially againsttthe wickedness of 
Bardasanes and" his followers. And the blessed ’^^Hrarem-, seeing that all 
men were led by music, rose up and opposed the profane choruses^ of the 
young people and taught thefa odeb and saalds- and responses,. .and things 
of spiritual wisdom.,,And he, like a father in the midst of them, in the 
churches, a spirtUal harper, arranged for them different kinds of songs, 
until the whole city was gathered to him, and the party of the adversary 
was put to shame and defeated," (f)




Just as Ephraem had overcome his ememies with 
music so we find that Ambrose and Chrysostom used
the same method* There had been a ^reat controversy concerning the use
of songs in the church* But in order to combat the. heretics congregational
had. to be reatOred to a large extent* Jhe ppems were pf a high order ahd •
contained the correct doctrine which.by means of singing got tb the. minds
and hearts of the people. Ohrysoston realizing what an influence the
heretics had oganized a system of nightly proces^sipnals,^ In these he hadA
the choirs a®, they marched through the streets.
They carried silver crucifixes, wax-tapers torches ayid sang as they 
marched. ?feny,of these influences are still felt for we still have the 
processional and the service of lights. Thus again throvigh music religion 
fought and.won a might battle. It was during thesp battles^ that music 
waaitnitself influenced and released from its own burdens. Here we find 
that it was based upon the melpdy and not upon, rhythm. In this wdy It 
came to its rightful place, of a mighty means to worship, in this way it 
grew and became more powerful.
This.*i8 a movement that we must but 
m.ention -because of its importance^.
In fact they are two ■movements, ai^d-a1^ the. Church Rom® because of
The Albigenses and the Waldensea
and the Jesuits.
her restrictions. Thus we find, that both these moyements in order to 
get their message acro,,sp to-the people had to do so through the medium 
of spng. Altho the persecutions v;ere beyond d'scription they were finally 
stemmedl byVtheir^songs and chorales. Many of them mat death intoning some 
chant or hymn. Por centuries they were hounded ypt with.faith, in God they 
were able to singt
"Arise 0 God, in power plead Thine own cause."
Hue Rotate
And these are not all in the way of persecutions 
which were to follow those who refused to confom
with the laws laid down by the Catholic church, Por right aroimd this 
time we have such names as Hus. Calvin, ^yclif and Luther, In all their 
reforms they used the popular methddc6fsfeig^igg. In fact they established 
schools for music because they f4und in it a great spiritual force,
Hus struck at the same abuses which stirred the wrath of Luther, 
namely the traffic indulgences. And in this he preceded Luther rather 
than followed the movement toward reform. This movement came in conjunction
with the Revival of Leamiaf* they led both religious and political 
movemfiats and whieh finaily led to martyrdom of Hus. Conscious of the-
power of music Hus edits the first Protestant hymn book. Their hymns are 
based upon the psalms, the old Latin hymns, and the old vernacular 
religious songs-. In many cases they improved the text eind set new hymns 
in the place of those which had objectionable doctrinal features. They 
got many of their melodies from the secular songs.
We now turn to the Reformation of Germai^, Let us
Luther vs Rome,
for a moment consider the movement from the long
point of view. The Reformation was not a mere staterasntiof a positive 
dogma, still less the assertion of a negative right, it was the revealing 
of a person, it was the the unveiling of a heart. Music is very closely 
connected with life and what jnore did man want than to reveal himself.
In finding himself he naturally felt that peculiar joy which must find 
an outlet. It did so in the songs that followed in the wake of the 
movement. But this did not come up over night. This vfork was of a more 
permanent type than that. It is the result of long and (Icep rooted 
convictions. Ideas that had been intrenched in the hearts for many years.
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The verg fact that the'German people had been singing their folk-songs
for mnny centuries prior to the Reformation assured Luther that in it
he had a mighty weapon for the. principles that he stood for. That in
their songs he found that germ which was to spring up and boar friit
there can be no doubt. Let us examine the content of these ^sqngs and
see what they did in this cause and for religion,
>
The pre-Reformation folk-songs and a very noticeable fact in connection 
Religious folk-songs----“ ” ^----------- with the movement of the Reformationof Germany*
is that of the influence of the popular songs. It is also well to remember 
that the singing of religious songs did not begin with the Reformation,
, «. i * . 1 *
They are of aneieht-tdAte. And the fact that 1448 religious lyrics were
composed between 868--- I5I8 is proof enough of its tremendous influence.
And these are the ones gathered and accounted for but what of those which 
were lost because of the absence of the printing press, Notwithstanding 
all of this we must wait until the Reformation for the real outburst of 
German hymnody. Yet we must not forget that the preReformation folk­
songs are of the highest importance in casting light upon the conditions 
of religious belief among the Gorman laity, .And^ here we find a variety 
of elements, among them much that is pure and noble, and much that is 
strictly evangelical mixed with the crudity, superstition and crass 
realism.
The religious folk“sohg shows mai^ traits that are found in the 
secular folk-song. It is easy then to see the influence of? the one on 
the other. There has been a great deal said about the taking of this type 
of material over in the use of the Church, Many object to it because of 
its former association and there is a stro^ argument against the use of 
the secular tune in worship. It is not conceivable for anyone coming into
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sanctuary to yrorshlp God in the beauty of holiness can do so when he has 
to sing or listen to'"being sung some popular air or words which have had 
some other association altogether. Great care must be taken in the select- 
i6n of the hymn turies and words in the worship. They should be of the high­
est order. Furthermore, they should be fitted to each other so as to form 
a harmonious whole. But* there is,"' and* we .must acknowl-edge it, a very 
bright side to this subject and when one has taken all that a severe 
Protestant critic would reject, there still remains a large body of poetry 
which flows from the pure, undefiled springs of Christian faith. Luther 
recognised-these facts and he strove to put only the best ’into the* service 
of God and the Church, And while many of these songs had a secular origin 
they were so worked over as to give them added beauty, stateliness, 
majesty, dignity, purity of style, fulness of harmony and solidity. In 
this connection we find the German music always of this character and 
they do not accept wholesale some of the things put upon the Church by 
sofikcalled religious music vendors. An illustration is that of the 
Gospel song. Take some of the Moody and Sankey Gospel songs' and they 
have changed them so as to give- them these ^cjiaracteristics. It was this 
type of work that was done by the Reformfe-s in giving to their music 
such a character that would' allure devotion and' not repel it.- We see 
then that" these- songs were turned into good account and meant much in 
the deepening of the spiritual life. There Treis however a great body of 
material embedded in the religious folk-lore that Luther saw he could use 
to advantage. This of course was the content of the religious f41k-song 
rather than the secular folk-song. They had become a fSart of the people 
because of their singing them around the fire-places in the evenings,
ThO'pre-Reformation songs then only formed the basis of the regular
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OhuJTch and lit-urgic hymn.
The material which went into these songs is of interest:
Such subjects as the Home, God in his various attributes, Christ in the 
many scenes of life, translations of the psalms, Poems to be sung on 
pilgrimagesi, funeral songs, political songs and-maj^ mqre t}^t really 
touched the relationship of n^n to God* Luther quick to sense the great 
possibilities of such a po^i* turned this stream into the service of the 
Church* But the material was-not yet 'ready* because- it was in this connect­
ion that he wpete Haus0iaanB,wfe© was the pastor of Zwickau,, how he-wished 
that the people had nauiy more songs* ttet they could sing during the mass. 
But we lack poets and musicians, or they are not known to us. The next 
section will show very clearly that this complaint was short lived,oin^. 
ehor.t’while■'thdfety ttroee as if by magic, he, among them, being the chief.
Here we have one of the greatest testimonies to music in the 
of the Church
history^for by it the spirit of’*the Reformation spread throughout all of
i
Europe. No other medium eoubd^have been nearly so .effective in its
wide-spread influence. And we have no other better testimony of its value
than the sneering remark'made by the .Catholics to the-^effect that the
people were singing themselves into the Lutheran' doctrine* Another
worthy testimony is the great growth of thehymn-bpoks*.
The Hymn-WriterB of the In writing hymns the Germans were influenced 
Movement,
many ways. The Gregorian Chant which is 
one of the most perfect in the expression of religious feeling Imd 
become a part of their religious make-up.The German schools of music
'Vhad felt the wonderful power'of Palesrina’-p influence. These and the 
influence of the folk-song me'lodies. had left a lasting impression upon 
them, Tfe must also remember that Germany 4s the hoqie of the choral.
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It -is weLl then -^o have these things ^in* mind as we follow the trend of 
Germn music in its up-lifting influence in^the religion and morals of the
people. The growth of the hymn-books iscan indication of the force the
r-
singing of the people had in this movement.
The first hymn-book of evengeliijal Germany was published in
* i *
1524 by Luther's friend Walther and contained only eight hyrane# four of
i I
these by Luther, three by Paul Speratus and one by an unknown author. 
Another one appeared in the same year which had fourteen more by 
Luther in addition to the original eight of the first book. Other hymn 
writers came along tha^t had the same spirit as Luther and they kept the 
printing presses busy until- songs were so multiplied that by the time of 
Luther's death there were no fewer than sixty different collections, 0f 
these Luther wrote thirty six while a few others have been ascribed to 
him without conclusive evidence. By far the greated part of the thirty 
six are not original for many are translations and adaptations of psalms. 
Other selections from the Scriptues were used in a similar way, among 
them being the Ten Commandments, Ter Sanctus, Song of Simeon, and the 
Lordhs Prayer paraphrased. Close translations and paraphrases of certain 
Latin l^rams which were made 1^ Ai&rbae*, Gregory, Hus and many others 
were used to great effect. Therefore* it is clearly seen that-these'fnen- 
did not build upon the sand but upon a firm'foundation, ^hey had an aim 
which they kept- stedfastly before them to build up a hymnocty -worthy of 
a name and praise in the worship of God, They always sought for ’the best 
in poetry and music. Their hymns are thrown 'together without a pattern. 
Whatever may be said about the sources they always kept in mind the 
great purpose of the hymn,* Is it any-wohde'ir that Hymns like the ones
5.6
these men composed }^d such a broad influence? Take for Instance, Luther^® 
"Ein Eeste Burg.-'* suggested by the fbart^six psalm, nothing can be 
more original in spirit and phraseology or more completely c'haaafctotifetic 
of the' Reformer' and the movement* ^
Paul Eber, a no-laborer of Luther's, gives us "a dff^er’ent type 
of hymn. His hymns are a delightfulcounterpart to the more rugged arid 
martial melodies of his confoores* Eber's music is tender and consoling.
Ho brings to-the persecuted Protestants’ nbt so much courage dnd stimulus 
as eoaifort and pj^cav Hfa also Wrote a number of song's for the dying such 
as, "^rfall asleep' in Jesus"' arms." 'These hymns were a great suppoot to 
the soldiers during the thitty years war.
The most celebrated of all German hymns of this period is 
associated .with the namerof Gustavus Adolphus and is'known as the "Battle 
Hymn and again his "$wan Song" because of their association. It is said 
that on the eve of the Great battle of Lutzen he asked his soldiers to 
sing the following words which inspired them to sense victory even before 
the battle. They are:
"?'ear not", 0 little flock, the foe 
Who madly seeks jcour overthrow,"
^ ^ Martin R inha it,'s "Nun danket alls Gott," written in 1644 and is
called the German "Te Deum." Rinkart was both .soldier and preacher, he 
was called the "Saviour of his Country."
Notwithstanding the political and religious strife the people 
continued to write songs, indeed religious poetry and music suvived these 
devastations and was the only testimony of hope ^id these awful calamitiea. 
They were in the true sense of the word their strength end fortress. Its 
influence is incalculable* But as time went on both the music and poetry 
became cold and formal. It lacked that warmth and vigor that it once had.
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The powerful movement in the direction of the secular music which started 
in Italy began to have its influence and which turfi^the minds of composers
' ' S' ' X
to more astistic fashions than to the congregational jchoral. After this 
came a aeries of strifes in the church in T^ich music and poetry again
' j -t
came to be an influencial and potefat factor* And hero we have the
influence of the pietists who try to infuse new life into the song rather
• ^. ' w
than tbeletTdt die of cold ceremonialism.
The Growth of Paul Gerhardt, l6o6---1676, who neirfto Luther was the
greatest of all German hymn writers is among the
Pietism.
Pietdistic writers. The ^.erman hymn received st his hands a refinement 
which had hitherto been lacking. His poems are truly "songs of the heart" 
and the frequent use of the personal pronoun "I" is the exponent of his 
work. A\I*rge number of hia .hyimg Jiave been translated into the -^glish 
among them are: " ^ ^
"Since. Jesus is my friend."
’ "Give to the wind thy, fears."
" All.my heart this night re^ices,"
* One can readily, see^that vhat~the pietists wanted was a warmer 
■heart Service tQ th$ cold dogmatic pedantry. But in th.is they failed^ to 
inspire or add new strength tq the progrqss.vqf c.hurch music, What they 
did-was to eiiher impart a melody of sentimental or effejainate quality 
to the hymn or discourage it altogether. . - .
The movement had a strong influence against sin* Thpy fforbade 
card playing., theatre going and drinking. These and many other sins 
they lessened and especially among the German preachers,^ was to them 
a personal religion-an^ the movement njade its -effect in the tqne-and 
quality of the hymns, Inodll the strife they sought fpr that long home 
of eternal rest, ^ '
6o
It is -an effort to, restore the (Jerm^ hyran ta it-s rightful place. 
It is the old story of 851? the people’s song declining in favor of the art 
song. And the pietistic movement is )Dut one of a number which has tried to
restore it to its original place. It is plain to see the. what type of 
religious music that moves the hearts of men. It is the type of songs that
has ideals. Its influences were fel;^ then .as now. It was considered a 
great humanizing power. Eveil Luther felt that way about it. He kbew tiiat 
it had the power when properly used to bring, under the right discipline 
those who were waywadd. And we need no better illustration than Luther 
himselfi. According to his own stateiMat temptation fled away when ho 
sang or heard good singing. In speaking of it ho saysi
“Music is the best soother of a troubled man whereby his 
heart is again quickened, refreshed and made contented. It gives a quiet 
and joyful mind. My affection overflows and gushes out toward it, so 
often has it refreshed me and relieved me.from great sorrow.” (l)
In thf great German music we must recognise it as the impelling 
force of the Reformation. In most of it therej;! majesty which appeals to 
the religious and moral fibre of. the people of Germany and, all. other 
lands. It never fails to create that worshipping spirit in mankind every- 
vrhere. That is the purpose of music and when_it neglects this to the 
more artistic forms of beauty and structure it loses its power. It fails
. 4, , '
to speak as it can or should. It loses its subjective tone fpr an 
objective one. The poets of this period did not paint their own individ­
ual emotions with all kinds of figurative expressions but a^wayp strove^ 
to give the trtih of the work of salvation and faith in the best possible 
way. Therefore they speak of these things not in any dry doctrinal form 
but in sober reflection which grips the hearts of men. It is true that 
some of the hymns havq some doctrine in them. This is simple to satisfy 
the hxinger after doctrine. Their chief cgncern is not art,but faith,
(1) Hymns and Choirs by Phelps, Park and Purber, p 55®*
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and it is this that gives them their imperishable value* It carried the 
gospel,as no other niddium could have done it, into the most remote parts 
of Europe. Its value as a builder of the faith of the people one can 
never know. It ministered to all,rich and poor, high and low, young-and 
old,And the greatee%^^out the music is the fact -that it has never lost 
its power* The movement gave them the Bible and the spontaneous* dongs in 
the vamacular. It influenced the people and their religion as nothing 
else ever did. In them we see the typical German ruggedness, massiveness 
and style unsuited to other countries. It brought the people back to God 
and the Bible*
psalmody smd Hvmnody*
Psalmody and hymnody began in Germany with the revolt of Luther 
and was continued in the Romance world by Calvin and others. The brea}^ 
with the Roman Church and the past necessitated the creation of a new 
system* Both these movements had to fight their way through great 
obstacles for there were many who still inclined to the old ways. The 
more aggressive Wanted a forward looking program. They wanted to 
establish a system or form of worship that was more congregational. The 
stand-patters could not withstand the ever increasing demand of the 
radicals who advocated the popular religious song. It is, however, one 
of the ironies of history that the more extreme forma of ‘Puritanism 
were indebted to a notorious writer of love songs for their material in 
congregational praise. It is the subject of congregational singing that
* 4
will occupy this section of the paper. Congregational singing has been 
called the child of the Reformation. Let us examine the fundamental 
reasons why we have Psalmody and Hjnnnody,
In Luther we have a man that is extremely fond of the folk- ,
V
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song^ pf. social singing, of household and family music. There isn't 
a .more apRsaling picture than that of Luther sitting around the fire- 
side mth the ^family singing so^s. Jle no?^ad a gr^eat love for this
type .of .music but also an affectionate regard for the titual of the old
' * *
church and especially the Latins. But the fact that the hymn was a free 
composition and not a scriptural paraphrase did not raise any objection
r
in the mind of Luther. He took this moans to fill the hymn with the 
content of the Bible and new inspirations of the new evangel. He thus 
adopted the metrical hymn without any hesitation*
Calvin, on,the other hand, was ii^ressed with the frivolity 
of, the French popular''song &hd was-'inQiatient with'any melody* that was 
associated with it. So he rested his belief not on the breadth of St. 
Paul's allowance of ”Psalms, hymns and spiritual songs” -but on the first 
alone, the psalms. He Believed that there could. be no'better than the 
inspired scripture. He therefore established the precedent of Church 
music corifi'ning it to' the' cannnical psalma** It da"thi9. stream of 
divided church music that we shall consider in this section of the pape« 
For two and a "half* centuries the .hymn and the psalm stood 8ide«by side 
representing two*great forces and systems of congregational ,ehurch songs.
“ It’ is a strange thing that the psalms in meter, sprang into
y
prominence* not in England nor* in Germany but in France. And it is 
stranger still-that it should spring'up intthe'court of a king. In fact 
the leading poet of day was asked to give his time for this'wo*tk.
I
alone.'^And \hkt pbet, Clement Marot by bame,^ became the princes poet 
and the prince of’poets. Soon his versification became, popular and his 
psalms were eagerly eought for. They were* first printed" without, tunes




tjie royalty of Burope-.aought him to give their favorute psalm a special 
versification. The result of this work wa-s the desired wish of Marot 
h-imself that the. boatmen, wagoners and hs^rvesters of Franca might make 
it riUjg* with these pious ditties. Oa],vj.n, seeing its tremnedous inflHence,, 
secured the best musd^cal talent he cpuld find and set. %rot's verses to 
music. Its far reaching^ influence, can be seen by giving one illustration 
from the pen of the illustrious D’Israeli, he says in his "Curiosities 
of Literature" and when the Geneva Hymn Book appeared there was consternatioi 
among the orthodex Icsade^aj
"iTow the Oandinal of Lourraine found that the reigning court- 
beauty, Diane de Poictiers, not only was singing them (the psalms) but 
following the.lead ofCatherine de Medici, had got a Bible, Having thrown 
the Bible down and condemned it, he (the Cardinal) remonstrated with the 
fair penitent that it was a kind of reading not adapted to her sex, 
containing dangerous matters: if she was uneasy in.her mind she should 
hear two masses a day instead of one an4 rest Qontented with her Palter 
Nos’ters and her Primer, which were not only devotional but ornamented 
with a variety of elegant forms,, from the most exquitite -pencil-s of 
France" (1)
The '^enevan Psalter passed from one edition onto another. And 
it is doubtful if any other book of prAifif,except the original psalms, 
have ever had so important a mission. It touched the royal families in 
Europe as nothing else ever did, Henry II used one of its numbers as a 
hunting song. Francis’ I cherished' it on his deathbed. It was the means 
of bringing many from the Catholic faith. The Huguenots everywhere were 
acquainted with it and their enemies often beguiled them by singing its 
melodies. It was used extensively on the battle fields, and many touching 
stories are told in connection with it. Just to show how it affected 
Protestantism everywhere, it can best be told by its publication. Over a 
thousand issues of it and it spread all over the Protestant world. Its 
translations include quite a number of languages. The reason for this 
was the fact that the scriptures had been shut up as a dead language and
(1^ The Hymn as Literaur© by Reeves, p 1t8,
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v^hich was released, offered an pppoftunrtj? for expression and for this 
material, was. demanded in the 'vernacular* The e*ffect was mdrvelous, it was 
dike a flash. And the people everywhere could read and if this was not 
possible they could learn the psalms and •^sing them.- thus brought about
a revival of faith. The following will show how great the movement wasi 
” At Augesburg, in I55I, three or four thousand people singing 
at one time'was a trifle' ^The youth sang, them in place of ribald songs; 
^mothers sung them beside the cradle; journeymen sung them dt their labor; 
andtHe'Streets and husbandmen in the fields. “ So gr^t 
"was the quickening po’wer of the peabnus that its effects in the religious 
life of the day is incalculable, (I)
In connection v^ith the psalm and its standard as poetry or 
literature it\as been gre atly criticised, it'is true as we' look back ^ 
upon them in the light of today they h^ve many faults,yet,they are as 
someone has saidHhe best* poems'of the times. If that be so', it not 
quickened a religious consciousness ‘the highest type of poetry. And it
I
must have been so for it went its way from palace to hut. And thus given 
these poems which expressed the deep feelings of the soul the people sang 
them with spirit and understanding. And just as the Divine Spirit has 
always used the best means at his disposal^^sd He'ubed the best poetry 
which was the best of the age....and not only in one language but many.
It is the greatest testimony of the age to the influence and spread of 
piety. Its standard was set on the Bible and it has never been surpassed.
It laid a founc^tion for future generations upon which if any man will 
build he will not go far wrong. The psalms in-'meter thtia became the 
norm of the hymns of the cliurch. It-is‘a‘tremendous testimbny'to the 
influence of music and poetry iri' Qse* '
(1) H'*’mns and Choirs by Phelps, Park and Furber, p 12,
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The English psalmody at once accepted the coiitinen1»l treasures 
arid adopted "her doctrines of the Reformation, Its influence seems to have 
felt for immhdia'tely in 155® Myles Coverdale, Bishop of Exeter, published 
in metrical' version thirteen psalms entitled "Gdostly Psalms and Sjjirituall 
Sohges drawen out of the Holy Scriptures’,” But as we shall see, the effort 
was ineffective and the results are clearly seen by the prohibition set' 
UDon it. In Scotland, however, the contempories of Myles OoVerdale 
introduced succes'sfully a book” of" ^alms and song's based upon the Lutheran 
models. But fes. boththe influence of Calvin prevailed over 
that 'Of Luther and determined ai^ong-'nany other' things the form of 'Church 
song or hymn.
The pioneer ih the English field was Thomas Sternhold, a minor 
dfficial in the court under Henry'VIII. and Edward VI. He was‘-in charge 
of the roy6l ward-robe and was-a ve'ry good man. For his own consolation 
and solace he would Versify'* and sing' the psalms. In this way he versified 
forty, some of which wore sung before the young King, Edward, The first 
edition of nineteen psalms was dedicated to him but unfortunately the 
exact date ‘is not certain. The second edition was published in 15^9 and* 
contained thirty psalms, Sternhold -died in the same year. The third 
edition of the psalms appeared in 155*^ progre'ss was only
temporary for the advance was checked by the rdi^ of Mary;
Mary the daughter of Henry VIII. and Catherine of Aragon comos 
to the Englisk^anl every student of English history knows her by her 
rightful name, “Bloody Mary.” Her attempts to blot out the Protestant 
faith and all that went with it made the progress of* music very slow.
The burning of Bishops, clergy and people resulted in a colony of 
Scotch and English settling at Prankf6rt-on-the-Main. It'was during
this time that there' came into being the Anglo'-Genevan Psalter to which 
# _ 
we owe for several psalm tunes among them being the "OJd Hundred*” Owing
to a disagreement at Frankfort-on-the-Maih the Scotch and English
separated and the result is two psalters, both worked out by committees,
one in English published in 1562 and one in Scotland "published'£h 1564,
The strife was not only on the outside of the Church but dn in
r- S‘
the inside as well. Heated discussions on the propriety of such singing
in the church was always In order* ^ome "thought it unlawful for the
people to sing and especially the women and children. They also went
further by saying th^t nothing of human composure was even fit'to-be
? -
sung in church. They even led themselves to think that the beauties of 
poetry ’ . dangerous and vain. The mar^ attempts'^ translation and by
persons, of. every wal^ of life show the^interest^of human nature for' 
beauty and expression. Even kings and poets and men of low estate have 
tried to translate and paraphrased the psalms. Amonj^ them is the Twenty- 
third and to read a portion of"it simply shows the infiuenc© it has had 
on the lives of the English peasant and others thru~lprig successive 
generations. Psalm singing durir^ the English’ Reformation was an unfail­
ing source of consolation in adversity'‘and a powerful promoter of z^l 
in the hour of triumph* l^ny of■ th® melodies'h^de^'some-association with 
tender experiences of home life and which made’ 'them doubly endeared 
through religious suggestion,
.The Scotch Psalter was developing along lines of its own.
The royal psalter,because Jamas I. helped to revise it and the prayer 
^book, was used to replace the Scotch Psalter ’but they wo'tild have none of
* ^ y
it because they that it was the* "tfesse in English.'” They fought
1 '
shy of the Psalter and the Episbopac;^, ’ Their’new jpsalter ^hile not-nip
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to the standard of the iinglish yet it was an attempt to supplant the 
Kiiags James's Ppalter‘which it did. The two versions had nothing in" 
common and they moved in different directions. The Scotish was a more 
literal translation while that offthe English w^s more of an attempt at 
elegance is^ich many of the English resented. The results are seen in the 
fact that the one is used in Scotch Presbyterian Churches while that of 
the English is now extinct. It is difficult to understand the affection of 
the Scotch for their metrical psalms but affection cannot be explained.
The fact is that these psalms are woven into the lives of every Scot 
and Is the reason why they never criticlae their prosody and diction as
he does-a-new* book. Matthew Arnold saidt ’ ' ' - ” '
"Everything Tdiich helps a man in his religious life, every­
th!^ which associates itself in his mind with the growth of that life 
is beautiful and venerable to hlmj in this way productions of little o^ 
no poetical value, like the Cerman-hymns and ours, may'come‘to be 
regj^rded as very precious." (1)
Macmeeken in his History of the Scottihh Metrical Psalms 
explains their attitude towards the psalter as follows*
“Stem veneration for the pure word of God has always been a
Christiana. she -contemplate .ith some-Th^ t 'iet'-aotion therefrom.
ey have long cherished the convictions thatiio words can be a vehicle 
of divxne praise equal to the words of Scripire itself,?. Ip^et
Wtv^anf version of certain passages of greater poetic
ele?^t i? r “°'-e perfect in refinement, and more
legant in expression, but he would overlay and bury out of eight the
and ^al^^ii? Lrhe^’'’'^?^"f?"r ^ which their beauty
fluKi-? •+ li©^ and he would find a great many which, for exquisite
musi^ capabilities of his '
musa "DO equal, -not to say surpass, ''
T "5^, instrumental in quickening the faith and
imulating the fortitude of our fathers under trials peculiar! v s-fi-flAf'-n
bee?^? about. Its strains have
aXth?“a? V martyrs' .God from the dungeen, the scafford
atine martyrs' heavenward hdpe, and resnyigor-
tha?®he??l ? heavenly pace. Thousand s and thousands have passed amy to
p?aiXf?f feelinfs in the
TOt's La? T? “sPiring language....We-have learned Lt fltoa
give uttpanp to our religious feelings and experiences. (2) 
f2) Oh<jjirs by Phelps, pa^k and Purser, p IJli.
P
?e need no greater testimony thaft the Scotch 'race ag. ff*^ole 
to the influence of music,Their sturdiness and lo/ally in ^11 the progress 
of the world-has never been equaled. Time e-nd .space will forbid'to tell 
of the great men that the race hae prAduced andcffho by.their fidelity in 
God and belief in hla word have led the world in religious thinkings 
That music has produced its ‘desired effects can be seen from the abo"^^ 
quoted examples* It Jias laid the foundation for a permanent structure.
The value of the psalms‘which they sing can :be seen in the tenacity *
ieith whleh th«ai^
Hymnody Having-dealt with the psalmody of this, period‘let
us know examine the the influences of the hymns
o f this period,There was a movement from 1^5^-- ^559 which attempted
to introduce hymnody into thd English Psaltef.-'-This was done by means of 
translating the -old Latin hymna. 'It aegme’d- the feasible thizig for there 
were many who did not object tp the Latin hymns being translated into tlje 
vernacular. The movement did not last long but it had its desired effect 
in turning the minds'of devotional poets to'hymn-forms,-
The English hymfl .grew'out-of the metrical'psalm. Growing 
indifference toward psalmody because of the degradation into which it had 
fallen, made my for the hymn,-?But even.Befora they had developed a 
distaste for the psalms they had been fed on the hymns because some 
of these had been added to the psalter. But the singing of the period 
had sunk so low that in some congregations scarcely half dozen times 
were used. And the Tdea of-personality had grown so wide that people 
had come to recognise .none but themselves and would sing the melody in 
any key and tempo they saw fit. The great attention paid to the literary 
form had made the rausidal atmoatphere very unemotional.
▼
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Ae In the historji of music and poetry we find that great 
masterpiece^ have usually appeared during times of some religious or 
political struggle. But we are going to study a period now of which that 
is not true. We shall study one of the two greatest hymn writers of
to
England, In fact we shall consider both od them in the light of their 
influence in the religious and moral up-lift of the times in which they 
lived. The first one is Watts,
- n
The Influence of Isaac Watts Watts came in an age of cold cynicism.
It is a very unideal period in England,in ayaoody.
He lived in strenuQue .times ,,an.(l came staigrart-^tocfc,. ije, waa tlis child-
of religious strife and sacrifice. He was very courageous. He had a frail
body and for many yearg was under the care of Sir Thomas Abney and his
wife. Although his body was 'frail ,he was .an intellectual;];giaht. He had
also developed a warm and devoted life,. He is rightly called the “father
of English Hymnody,“ He not only wrot^ hymns but paraphrased .the psalms.
And out of this devotion and labor there has come some lyrical poems
that for their hold on the hearts of men^and women nothing has ever
surpassed them in the English language. Interested in the children-and
believing that there is, no influence so sweet as that .of_Jbhe songs of
Zion he writes a special book for them which he cal led t “Divine and
Moral Songs,.” In it he covers a good many subjects and makes the
application* ver^ feasible.
Some of his greatest hymns areJ
”0 God our help in age past."
"When I survey the wondrous cross,”
" Jesus shall reign where’er the sun,"
"Joy to the wortdjthe Lord has come,”
"Come Holy Spirit, heavenly Dove,"
"Give me the Wing? of Fhith .to^^ise,"
"Am I a soldier of the Cross,?
"There is a land of pure delight." .. ,
The influence of Watts grew very rapidly. And it is doubtless 
due to his great poetical ability and religious insight that won him that 
place. The spirit of freedom and progress which was in the atmosphere 
found its place in his songs. There was much singing in England at the 
time and he seized the opportunity to make it tell for the kingdom of 
God, The new social consciousness found expression in the studdy music 
of Watts, He realized the need and^as reeves has put it,has given the 
supply to that need. What men want is the tmth, such truth that will 
make them free, Here.it is*
"The Idea developed in ringing lyrical terms is that the faith 
and th® system of-ethics taught liyJesus will-bring about a-common 
civilization, a world“wide unity, and a prevalence of justice, good will, 
welfare, happiness; a universal realization of truth, fulfilment of obli- 
gatijhn, and enjoyment of good. Is there any better service that a poet
should perform toward the spirit of just understanding and good will—_
necessary if the world is to get along-- thanr.to plant this idea.alive
with emotion in the minds of all ranks of people? If people get this idea 
into their songs they will get it also into their ballot-boxes and their 
general attitude and behavior. If the milIons who sing this song imbibe 
even semiconeciously its fai^ in the truth and its spirit of chanSity,no 
one can calculate the wortl^^^^ song-poet as a peacemaker and justice- 
worker in hUman society,” (i)
The first book from the press of Franklin in Philadelphia 
was a book of poems by Watts.This free-spirited writer of songs must have
had a great deal of influence oiier the people on this side of the water.
But does it not mean that good songs everywhere will reach the hearts of
men. It is as Reeves says*
"Uncounted people sing his great HyTnns; and they have chosen 
them as expressive of basic essential truth, of ideas of right conduct, 
of poise of soul in a troubled world, and of just and generous emotion, 
of charity for all men and of living faith in God," (2)
His great influence was seen in^revolution of the worship 
part, of the service. He introduced hymns and sang them without the method 
of lining out. And notwithstanding his theological views people would 
sing the songs. It was Watts or nothing for for a hundred years this
type of music prevailed supreme. His great th^e was the_Atonement. Hie 
(^1). The Llteraure by Reeves, p 155 & ^5^.
" « p 160
hymns'wereodidactic, theological and objective.
We shall noW turn to the period of the Wesleys, and see what 
influence they- had on the religion and morals of their day*
The Period of the Wesleys Hymnody of' thfs period was essentially a
part of the popular method of ^enlighten- 
ment and self-realization that was stirring the world at the time of j
the Wesleys. Just what (fefferson said of newspapers and Blackstone said / 
of law in the field of politics so the same can be daid of Wesley’s 
songs' or the ef otfaer. The office of the hynn was t© give
information as wellras inspire.tion*-',They were as Wesley had planned them \ 
to be a”body of divinity^” Furthermore, they were democratic, they were
/
the voice the age, they were markedly individual and subjective. They 
are written in the first person and God is not a far off Divine Person *
sitting on the throne of heaven. But he is dwelli^ in the hearts of the 
believers themselves. To them He is a very present help, guide and 
friend. And their warmth and individuality found a reacty acceptance in 
the hearts of the English, for England was undergoing great change at the 
time. This is quite a contrast to the theological view of Watts whose 
theology was objective rather than subjective.
As new countries were being formed. Prance and America, the 
new freedom for the peasant everywhere in Europe, with the steam engine 
and many other secular -innovations it was necessary that religion should 
keep up with the times. The ba|igiopis renaissance was being led by John 
Wesley, And his most powerful weapon of war was the religious song.
Take for instance one of the greatest of hymns ever written:
“jesus lover of my soul.” Tiiich has been translated in every 
known language and has gone into every nook and corner of the world.
The story has become a treasury of deep spiritual wealth. What stories 
cluster around it. What memories are hallowed by its very sweetness. 
Countless children have memorized it. Thousands hhve found in it deep 
refreshment for the soul. It is as a. fe^^^^in^of ,.cool refreshing water to 
the weary and thirsty. And untold numbers have passed out into the 
beyond breathing those words as their last fare-well.
Reeves speaks of it in his as Literature” in the following
terms:
“As English poetry, it 'is characterized by'‘thb-brevity, melody, 
intensity, and completeness of the pure lyric, 'The mere word-music of it 
is figured through'oitt in the absolutely adequate manner,' If one reads
it without thought of the tone he is^ still .compelled by its inherent 
melody', 'And its effect's' are attained by the simplest and most'direct means; 
of the 256 words of the poem all but thirty six are monosyllables. The 
images are vivid and quickly drawn, the movement is swift and harmonious, 
the lines glow with warmth and life. In it the hymn book has found an 
immortal song, (1)
Another influence of the hymn is to spread the desired ideas. 
Hymns especially does'this in such a way,for-they have often taken part in 
great contoversies. The .one in point is that betwen Wesley and Toplady*
Yet on the other hand it is very easy to* see- the influence that would 
follow such a charitable hymn as "Blest be the tie that binds.” The 
whole sentiment tends to 'bind the community into a harmonious unit. 'In 
sorrow or grief this hsrmn’surely will-sUstain and-h'elp. The ^perience. 
that called forth this hymn is alsoWery touching*in'its circumstaihces.
The hymn by Phillip’Doddridge, "Hark the' glad sound" has a breadth about 
it characteristic of all great hymns. It also shows the spirit of the 
times. It is universal for any one can sing it and feel in doing so 
that he is conscientious in his stateranets. These and many more are 
choice pieces of literature as well as deep wells of inspiration and 
aspiration to the highesi and best things of life* Through'them we 
(1} The Hymn as Literature by Reeves, p I70.
sae a gfeat spiritual, revival.
Like fe sun-bufcst which at the time wsrshea everything .before 
it,yet 'Purifying the waste pl&ces and giving the atmosphere a clearness 
and brightness that it had never had before, the hsnuns of the church go 
'on in its majestic role. And'whatever may be said against the methods ” 
used by the Wesleys there nan be’ nothing gainsaid about the impulse 
and noble style that 'congregational singing at its hands. Historians 
tell “US that up to. the time of the Wesl^sand Whitefield hearty
ting The e^m^le of the Methodist iras a
revelation.-of the-power that lies in. popular song when^d.nspired by^iioneet 
conviction8,and as was said of the German Choral, the same can be said of 
these hymns that they won more souls than did the preaching. Its influence 
will be felt for many generations, Ooiti|iglliketthpy did at a time T^laen 
the wheel of change wat turning very .rapidly they have inankind •a steactying 
influence. They weere hymns of deep convivtion and faith in God, They 
carried wit'n them doctrines complicated and intticate. They contain much 
argument and partisan theology.
The period is. also hoted'for the music ot tun'es to-these-hymna, 
We'.find that the old idea of lining out and the fugue tune.,were being 
discarded for the better form of, musics.- -It ceased, tos be a form of 
mathematics ^ich.was handled by very clever technici^s. People ceased to 
care, for the parallfel or contrary motions in music but sought something 
worthy wherewith -to express their joys, sorrows, the aspirations and' 
repentance- of'their hearts. More and-more, the-people..demanded better 
"poetry and better music, I-t was this»*call, that niade. Luther’and* Wesleir 
ah'swesed’by giving them the.hyftins and^tunes in their mother tongue. It 
was this demand that called forth the various schools of mu8ic»“ in order
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that we inight have, a higher standard of'music. It v?a8 the importance of 
the same aft that made the words equal 'to "that ‘of the mus'ic that wdnt 
with them,‘'Both must be of an equal standard of- excellence in order 'to'
4
do-i^he work. And constant cafe should be taken to keep the standard 
up because there is so much whioh keeps it down. Care should be taken 
also in seeing that the line' of demarcation between secular and sacreji 
music is distinctly drawn. In order to keep music up to its high pitch 
we must train the singers and pdople to' sing for there carf't^e no 
s'tasid^rd it from people. To kill music and good
congregational singing put a’godless'-ijuartette "in ifte'choir-ioft and 
you will soon do it.
^ Nationkr Music. ■ ' - ^
ITational songs'are those ^song’s'peculaar'to’any particular 
people ar-na'tion. We all know that'eapH nation has’its own'national 
anthem and usually one can telllthe characteristics of a race by its 
national anthem. That there is'an abiding iSnfluence in such’ songs that 
even though' oiie does not’hear fof’ a Toni time that wHrr heard they
bring back all the old time memories. The following story i,q told-to ' 
show how after many years the song- of -former ’days can and 'will affact 
people. The story is told of a British regiment I'andatigiiln Prance was 
met ^by^-another, 'Ae they were drawing near to the newcomers they heard 
them sing onet)fi their own* songs. It was one-of'its own Breton national* 
songs. So the Bretons of Prance joihed in the refrain. When the command 
was given to fire it was giveh in the same language^ Both sides threw- 
downr their arms and became f rierids. But 'how was this? The British reg^iment 
was Welsh and the ragiment which they met in Brittany was also- of the sai^ie
people-- the ancient Britons who centuries vrere driven into the mountains
of TTal'es, After k thousand years'or nKDre decendents of the same people 
met and found each other sing the same songs 'and speak the Same language. 
This mere shows how people cling to their own peculiar songs and how 
these songs become.a part of their very moral fibre, Nowhere *is there 
such an influence for either good or bad as in song. And nowhere is it 
so powerful as in National songs.
There is little wonder then that someone should sayt “ Let me 
make a natioa's songs and I care hot who makes her laws." Is there more 
power in rau'sic than “in law. Yes, undoubtedly, for'there are many "things 
that one can do through music that is impossible to do through law or 
anj; other medium of force. It is infact more inspiring than law 
because song inspired the heart while law simply exercises the brain.
And that is one way. one can judge a nation, let us examine some of 
these national" songs. In doing so we shall not confine ourselves to 
sacred but also to secular,
. flermany. The hymn of fluther, usually called the '’fiarselllaise" 
of the Reformation was written for and included the protest of "Ule 
princes of Germai^ against Rome, Durir^-those dark and anxious days it 
acted‘like a great tonic Tdiich "kept the people to a very high state of 
determination, self”as3ertiveness, and' selfr-control. It was the favorite 
of everybody, young and old, rich and poor, they all sang it. They loved 
to do so. Nothing could resist its power. It is the one song that never 
fails to stir the German heart.
Not only has the Luther hymn so much power but the German 
soldiers fought for the Kaiser to the tune of '’’Die Nacht am Rhedn,"
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Yet there-T-a 'something-'More ^hnn fi'^hting.'foV .the i&iijer jrbecamQ'th#f^v 
‘the ^Kbiigh’t'-oYt^the Vaterlahcf.-** Th'd .national song'of''any'*’l'^d alway®. ' 
carries With -iVH:,he sweet'Meribi^ies* o"!^' chlldhoodV homeV p&.l*eiTts‘-ahd:=* 
I'bvVd’oneV, 'friends kn’d-iovdfs, WhECt hal-IbWed thoiiglfts'hre Woven ihtp -ita r 
■'’’'mlxsic'anh emblem. Ahj’^he'm^oVy'bonfetifaeV nfekes^ one i3iclf,"*Tl:)e^wbrd* 
longing does not cbf^jr ^^lb““id‘^,'.^t■ is* that deep'love which one has 
for all that' he holds* dbaf-t-b Ki^ ’in thi^world:.. There is more than 
" H:he’ Sere* moVi^* powef*, •' It Uifts %en'-^I|3 laounta'ln^'.top.^of -pure
’ “ thought, "Iffo- wcrndWr i^'hav# -'^suoh stiardy fioidrato'lid'menhamong 'tite*i?^ri33arLe 
peopled ThOy'^lbVf' thfelr borne am^rg^ivec jThey’.'ana alwaya
‘defend and protect it* It ia a’land-full of ri'ch music'alfd'where-the 
religion of Luther still has its evra.y,
^ * 'j&erica. ^ lTh*fofe-|yunately-thb ^-natibWl aiftliem-*ls''’the Vest
'• '' ' Known dr* the'mo'sf^Vopura'rSedngs'ljf-'XMSliba.f* ®-ut
there are songs dqual'ly*a'B powbrllilids th'd^Starn^Spari^led Bartner." -There 
another song to-afodse-^he-'l^feaSHis Iff thb-^oiTt'hdVn peo^le^'lifce 
"Dixie.Wherdvbr*-it‘ is-etru*c5K up,^n-'the 'b'ouitd’'‘of- the«*flrst Tiotee there 
is usu^ly'a great a'^plalisel "tJ-^autifur for SpacJiousc slclrds" le-getting 
“h' national song- arid' dife? that will li^e ‘l‘Ong dkr'i^e liearts of the ^people.
In this* fair land there ^are manyv..song8 that the people .hold =dear to their 
hearts. And the teSt--^f thenr^ime pnly-^ill tell*, **“
'In: Scotland these songs are numerous. One has-only 
“-^to'’thirik for a moment* and'his mind'wilUlDe"flooded
Scotland,
1 f - w , V- •. *1
with the papular songs of the Scotchr'T'Keir ^songe-arre stories of their 
'heroes, jtherdfo're they will ^dver'die'fortS-helr zeal, to' sing and telL 
-how they f dught-wil-l’nev'er grow wetOcef^ 5TRen, tod, th^il' sdngsfiSfe ' 
indications of hdr-'struggles-and -home^l-ife, Thd'mdbr,cthat-fen?*the-li0ather
■‘are words'^that will ftot grow“old. }* “ f’
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typical Scotch soi^s are indications of the. great love th^
* * -
have, for their country* When th^ir boys go o^ to the var they, sing about
M I* ^
them* For instance! “Oh, Where and oh idiere is your Highland Laddie gone*'' 
“The Blue Bells pf Scotland. and many others too numerous to mention that 
have the idea of home and loved ones woven into them. They are pictures of 
national and moral struggles which keep them alive in the hearts of 
Scotchmen everywhere around the world* ‘I'here is nothing that'.will nake a 
Scotchman home-sick like the spr^s of his native land* There is something 
about the music that grips him and .which uncovers his soul as nothing else 
can. There are not only .National, songs but also religious l^nons that seem
* W V-^ u -9 as* *
indigenous to certain countries. For instance, "The Lor4ri6 my shepherd."
seems very fittihg to Scotland* And any one who knows the countiy knows
how closely^^it is connected with the life of quite a lot of people. Jt
is the one hymn, every ward of which has been engraven on every heart
of the people. It has accomi»niod them through many generations and when
abroad from home and native land, the rociand staff of which it, speaks
has been there to guide and guard them through dark and, dreary places* 
iveMajiy of the agedTi^s passed away with these words on their,, last breath.
Many have met dearth on the scaffold with thse words on. their lips* It
is no wonder^^ they loved,the psalms and enjoyed singing-them,
_ _ , - There is no country in. the ^orXd where music is more
The Welsh;
dearly loved and where people sing both national and 
religious hymns with more vim. And.this is done intelligently and npt. 
simply for the sake of singing. That nothing else moves the hearts of the 
people as does good .singing there can be no doubt. “Men of Harlech.** and 
“All through the night.” are loved and sung everywhere with such.feelings 
that would melt hearts to tears, They have not. only these natibna^ ^ongs 
but also a national hypin. „And if thera ie'.^^ one %boTe,thp other t^.t^
they like If is “Guide-me 0 Thou great Jehovah." It is considered tfiS 
groa£-mfiofial hymn. It is indicative of the people's great religious 
faith and sentimeht, ffliile “Jesue Lover of my'Soul." is' an'o'ther idiich Is 
sung a-great dial. All’ of- these hymns afe' Sung in-the Vernacular arid by 
dVeiy ^o<fy. These songs carried the trufe Irito all parte of-“the country. 
The songs are 'also indicative of the.character of the people. The music 
is also an index into’the pSdple liVeS. Their .religious fervor and zeal 
are shriim in their "hytaris and singing.
The English. national songs of Britain are 'also tj^ical.
1 „ . , .. tjiq; stol-id Brifon fsels a pqour44.r ^jartith-of- the
heart at the singing of “God Save the King." The music of their folk-songs 
and national songs are full of high and elevated thoughts. All of which 
have-a p'owerful •Influence iri-ihe up-ibuilding .of''character. "If among the 
hymns there fs- apy particular orie that is loved above another it. is 
“Lead Kindly Light." It shows that there is oppressed in this hymn a deep 
longing for the light. Another is-that of-Toplndy'e “Rook of Ages." 
Written as a pblemio agaipst Wesley's doctftne of Sanctification. This 
hymn -Iri not -only a favirite bjit -one -that -has gone around 'the 'worW side ' 
hy side with the Bible,-and Pilgrim's-Progress, Mr,Gladstone translated 
it into Latin, Italian and Greek,
Take “Lead Kindly Light." and it is a favorite with many other 
nations apart from the English. It was the one song which all could join 
ln.-at the Parliament of Religions. They are not only national but also 
universal. And when we say that they are peculiar to any one nation that 
does not mean that they sung by only that nation.
And what more could be said about national songs? We haV§°iiraB 
or space to tell of them all. The many thousands of .testimonials that - 
speak-of the value of these songS in the lives-of the people. In war-and
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peace they sing them and IShe trutha irHlch they contain are unconsciously 
distilled into their hearts and lives. Many of the songs give vivid
* '* 9
descMptions of the particular country. The national anthems most usually 
have such sentiment as tend to build up the patriotic spirit of the 
people. They all have their work in making Joy and happiness in the world. 
They all have the sentiment that each particular country is the beat and 
therefore the place most dear to their hearts. These songs become imbedded 
in the lives of the peopl*Bj they are part of them. There is nothing like 
a pjitriotic song to stir the hearts of any people and are often used as 
propaganda* It. is something ttot they all have^in common. It moves them 
as one man. We find the same thing in battle. How many stiries could be 
told of how some song Just before some strenuous battle so stirred the 
heaA of the soldiers that they fought like different men. These and the 
religious hyn^s have made them courageous in the face of death. And what 
has been said of the national songs and l^ymns,much the same could be said
ab6ut^ the instrumental musici Up until the last war it was customary for
< *>1
the regimental bhnd to ^Ay while the men fought. But although this was 
changed sjnsic was kept a distinct feature for the men while in the trenches. 
We shall leave this section not because it has been by any means exhausted
“ „ . It I
but because of time.
The Romantic movement.
We come now to the most prolific period of music whether it be 
in the field of secular or sacred music, I#et us now take a look backward 
^fore progressing. We have followed music and its correlation with poetry 
through+many- centuries. First giving us the idea of dod as anthromorphic^ 
then gradually grows until we have the Hebrew conception and on to the 
Christian idea of !lM, Tn all of these periods music has played a most
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prominent The medium of music has taken ideas and fashioned them into
codes of ethical and religious material. The method of singing tos the ^mf^s 
of spreading propagating these ideas. In all of these ihhn‘ s duty to ^od and 
his fellow were the outstanding teaching. As Music and poetry, grew the
. A i- ' i ^ ■w ^
sum total of Meui's experience morally and religiously took on different
form and attitudes* Qod no longer was to him a far-off being but more and 
more personal*. He became his Friend and not an idle spectator. This really 
came about as -a result of ttie long bondage idiich the church tod held man in 
^diilJs she was developing a cold and formless, liturgy* Therefore the Church 
service became x'o Id and lifeless, and religion,and music suffered considerably.
Yet^ the church was still working on a system of msio which she 
gave to the world. Having lost her love and warmth she naturally developed a 
music -tiat was cold and formal. She was interested in the form and beauty of 
music rather than results* Personal expression was not considered* It was 
music for music's sake. Bv^ry now^and then some one would come along and 
save .the day for music and religion. Such was the case with i^lestrina. It 
is for these very reasons that we have reforms. With them came the different
i “ A. *.
movements such as the Church fdativals, the mysteries led to the passions 
and the oratorios .and operas. These were written in differaftt s^les. The 
influence of these led to the organization of choral societies beiAg 
<litdbS!l<d'ldd’^evety^e:N». Pure music was being' composed in large quantities.
And this had a great influence on the oratorio. Composers sought to give
^ ^ ' A V. ►
to music sUch beauty>and form which they thought fit to express their ideas.
* V ' • b. “ V-
There was a great deal of this got into the oratorio and it was the etruggle 
between the classicist and the romanticist that we shall now discuss.
The 19th Century Romanticists, The invective hurled against these 
composers is that he was unable to 




of other arts and partlci4.&rly to literature in order to conceal his musical
porerty. ^he Olaaeiclst claim that musio Has a message of it^ own*'And if
given a cjtonce -is able to render tills service wl^!i^)ut the ald^f' any^ other
medium* fhey'ihslH that the hearer^be'iefit^aiona to interpret the naisic
according‘io his «wn inclinations* They* say that'music has enough oaotional
and dra&atic qualities to'make itself clear and'plain^ l^ut they soon found
that their criticism of"the nineteen century romanticists was futile '
« *
because th^ wore not the first'to establi^ the custom of using words and 
musii* ‘ •
r f ^ X
Between the years of I805—-ISIJ there were 
’ bom'six^pereons iriio were destined to-become 
great musciiane* They were Mendelssohn, Liszt, Berlioz, Chopin, Schumann 
and Wagner* They are great because of. the work which they did in lifting the 
stigma irfiffih had been" ihrbwn‘'’oh the^Rdmafitic move'men*^* iC^id^due to their 
prestige in the musiftal world and their tremendous influence that music and 
literature'became so-olosely ailied* Their’'works show the'marvelous power 
and knowledge which they have of the’3ible* Some'of them studying the word 
of Cod for years seeking fo’r a message'to give in'musical form to the people* 
In them are contained the wonders of &od*8 grbai out-of-doors, marvelous* 
tales of heroes, man's relationship to man,' and many other subjects which 
were clothed with moral and spiritual truths* And "who can tell the'^great’ 
good they did ds ■'they tried to reveal InHhis 'manner the power of God in 
lifting the lilies or men out of their narrowness into a glorious freedom*
The movement not 'only infJuenced sacred mdslc 'but also popular fdr*these" " 
added such subject's to toeirlii'tts that 'wdre of an elevated ’chafacter*
They‘tried to show that life was'^more‘'tlmn love, it was a broad h^mtan 
experience and needed both Intellootual and ^spiritiiar aspiration. When it 
reached this stage we find’'t^t music ’had sloughed o*f^ its a*rt'ificial£ty 
just as a serpent does its skin, and came to be as broad as life itself*
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The Influence of the The"^ influences* of the movement are seen in
^Movement* ^ .
mny ways'# First of all it* developed a spirit
^ ' r r ^ '•T •of democrat; Everywhere we find that societies were grganized for singing 
these great nBSterpieceB. And in' ^lanU’ today one may find choral societies 
that can take up some of the heet known oratorios and ai^ them without any 
pmctiee# These higher and broader conceptions of Sod were thus sung into 
the lives of thousands and by this means had a taste for the best of music*
f . ^
Previous to this time it Wes' considered anything but a noble profession*
The higher classes shunaddiit and thus created a prejudice toward it* But 
with the movement there came a wlde-spxoad enthuslaBm among the upper classes 
to join its ranks* With this disappearance of prejudices misic grew in to 
a lofty position* All of these resources led to a widening of the artistic 
sympp-thies# It g^ve mankind a new music which had the capabilities of a very 
rich expressiony
*?Music Is called’the*language of the emotions 
but that doe8n‘t^meaa that there must be an 
utter abandonment of form or beauty because language t&s both of these*
The romanticists in their eagerness' my live forgotten organic beauty but 
they certainly WnTjobed theif music with such subjects that were oltisoly 
relatedTwith life's experience. And the mpvement grWw in both secular and 
sacred music* The movement was not confined to the men given above but 
everywhere they were lesser lights who were giving expression in both sacred 
and' secular music* It came as a very natural result to mar^ other preceding 
efforts of man*' It is not alone for with it 'or iix conjunction with it came 
political, moral and spiritual reforms#
But the stofcy of ronantlcism is hot coB5>let0 for as yet we have 
only spoken of its Influence in a limited way# We' s}^ir go' into more 'detail*






The influence of Handel's “Messiah" in England 
had a tremendous power* Choral societies were
organised in cities, towns and villages for the purpose of producing the new
.i r
work* They found it to he easily apprehended and the sin^licity of the
. ' ’> r f - . - » i ^ ^
choruses made it possible for them to render them with “little trouble* They
* ut r
were adapted for inexperienced singers, This demand called forth many other
1 d 4
such productions* As the success went on in England so the choral works 
throughtthe influence of Haydn rose to a very high point in Oermany, It is 
not necessary to go over the numerous oratorios which we have as a result 
of this movement. In fact, nairQr of the grea*^ “passages of the Bible are put 
in such form* It is the way these men did their service to their Master*
So popular were these works that the interest grew more and more intense*
Thus we find both literature and music united in a great service to the. -- , 1'-^ ■» - -
Church*
' -- .a v -«•- j .j, \ ^ ^ w
This was not all* For such poets as Wordsworth, Shelley, Keats
" .t* ^ -VJ-*, v' *
and many others inspired the hsrmnwriters to tedce up the pen and write 
hymns* This was done with paramount Bdcoess. Such sub^jects as Cod's Cut-
^ ^ "‘A I
of-doors and others were treated with wonderful skill* For irtiat could be 
more ^descriptive than Heber's “Prom Gfieenland'e Icy Mountains. “ There 
we have “India's coral strand, Africa's sunny fountains, etc.“ Here as we
, ■» .*» ^4. ■ 1*
hav^e seen in previous sections of this paper that the people c^sed to
at
care for the old type'of music*- They care not that canon or fugue be
reversed or 4nver8ed,ior that they run in parallel or contrary motions.
r c ^
What they needed was wdrdd and common-Vords tMt Vould express their Joys
7 - -
and sorrows, their aspirations and the deep feelings of their hearts*
What-these men did was'-to cdst-aside the hard” duter shell'ahd-revealed to 
the people‘the heart of-the Infinite* Music ceased "to Si"a'^branfcS'of 
mathematics'* cleverly handled by scholars but it came to be the expression
of profound human experiences* It also -brou^t the Church iatp qlos^r, 
contact with the. wor^bipper'e-own life* The moyement inslste^^-^hgt the. 
words -rl&^'as truly poetic and epiritoal as the. muBlc .whAph^acpompanied 
th®fl. The.mcryemont did’not only insist that tfee words acqeptible but 
that both‘words and mhslc- b6 of Qqual standard of excell.9jjc9. This was 
the cry that came from the people and -Luther and Wesley tried to give 
them their desires*
But Heber is but one of the great army of hymn-writers -sdio came 
along at this tlae* The hymns of Montgosieryf ^ewman and Moore are worthy 
of the highest praise. They lift the soul wp to new heists of spiritual 
power* Take Newman's “Lead Kindly Light" the l^nnn that could be sung at 
world* 8 parldsmett of religions is an indication of the trend of the times*
It shows the soul of man in' search of the li^t, desiring to pierce through
the mysteries irtiich are hidded in religion. The movement shows that men are
«
truly honest in their convibtions whether they be moral, political or
* w
religious ones*
It would take a book to tell all that took place during this
i r " .r p r .
time* Political expeeiences furnished material for hymns* Take for instance, 
the fight against the corn laws in which the people were fighting for rights
and Justice, this incident gives us Bbenezor Elliot's hymni
. * » r "c .c ,
“When wiljj Thou save the people?
0 God of mercy, when?
Not kings and lords but nations*
Not, thrones and crowns but men.
Flowers of Thy heart, 0 God arethey.
Lot them not pass like weedavasay.
Their heritage a sunless day*
God save the people* ■“
And iriio can toll' of' the effect of such a hymn as this^ Who can 
measure the influence it had* in teaching that mnkind was one everywhere?
The movement tob one of Very high order. The breaking aTOy from Psalm 
singing Tias guarded very carefully. In place of the psalters it ijas the 
purpose' to provide" hymns that wore worthy of tham. Out of' this de'sire grew 
the llteraiy school of hymii writers, This school followed Heber*s examples 
asi^Hoiyt Holyl Holy!" and "Brightest and Best of the Sons of the Morning*"
It naturally .pushed out the very sentmental hyqns and paved the way for such 
hymns of standard irtiich .contain the right worship, and emotional content.
It led to the belief that Jbhere were hymns just, as sacred as those of. the 
Bible and could be used just as well JLn the service, .of the Lord. This resulted 
in a large quantity of fine splendid hymns being coo^osed for worship 
puxpose. The hymns contained many and varied expressions of religious 
experience. It was the .singing, of such hyans^that di^-sp .^ch good J.n build­
ing up the faith of the people.
Up to the. time of this movement the
The Movement in
America" music in America was at, a very dow.jebb.
The reason for this was the determination and lack of foresight on the part 
of the Puritans for any change of the methods then^in use. The Puritans 
loved the Psalm-bpok and_this. with, the few tunes was all, they had. One can 
readily see that,under such conditions,things would beceme. very monotinous 
and Eventually die which they did, ^ey forbade any organs in their churches * 
It was a protest to all that had caused them to leave their homes and native 
land and steadfastly they clung to the htsc^-aod gloomy hymnology of t^eir 
fathers. The effects must have been very deadening to say the legist.
There, however, grew up a bigger and better conception of the 
worship of Jehovah than that so the Unitarians were ready to turn to some­
thing new and novel. And when the tide turned from the I%ritan' spirit it 
resulted in a.^flopd-tide. Thpto was a tremendous demand for new songs and
66
tunee, for ypc^ and. inetrumentaj.*^ a ^result, we, hav.© a * .
grpajb striving /pr't^ei-pupremcy Irij^con5iiJ,^ig.--t;he.se new books. Many of them 
were books from mny sources. The2^.all \ried-to .giva^the most fenrent 
expressions, of.a"ff©eply profound spirjitualj.ife,. They were songs, of a^ liberal 
faith* of a high dtterary and poetical order. They contained sui^ble 
material and climatic‘progress. There was a quick and rapid growth in- 
sacred music. For the jnost pa-rt'it. remained;© part of the people's worship 
but dt-also extended-'ttrO instrumental* and-qhoral-^^prk.'^^hQ spirit of 
American'^oopoeerw ie^^omewhat-hard to understand because *they. are free,in 
their methods and are^jkot bou23id ,by .e^ciesiastioal, ida^s*. Jl>n4 iri'Ui 
spirit and the love for the empty gospel song the standard has certainly 
sunk very ^w. And ae time goes on it has become quite fashionable for 
congregatt6na*'to-eit while*'a paid>,quartette .does*%il-«th6 singing for thoi*
“ •: 'This condition* led ‘Mr, Beegher -to -revive CQngregatipnal vslnglng,
F^en he went .to the ^^awiElymouth Church, Brooklyn, -in 1847 singing was not 
of a’.very high-order. The Psalms .and -Hymns .^ere^ii^-the of'the people
but ainglng was wholly in the hands of ^the,choir. In order-to revive the 
congregational singing he put tnto- the hands of the people-a-new book. and. 
with a conductor in charge ,of Hhe singing it-became just as attraftiwq^^sce 
his'pr©aching#~It:tnot only drew-*large .congregations but qraa^ed-puch^ a 
stir that itibecam© the example which many, others .successfully followed.
The tone of the hymns were different to those described above but he used 
the hymns of the literary writers and those pf other writers when they 
possessed the^.pqwers to eycite the emotions,-His upe-of the* Lat^n, hymns, 
was-due to the factettot they-gave a truly religious-exprepplgn^and were 
at the same time eyangelicalv. That he eecurpd resulto*there.pan^^e no doubt. 
Being unable to securec^sic hiuses. to print his. books he -t^q^^respopsibiljty 
and guaranteered their success himself. Hie success is seen in the number of
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books which followed and Wlch attests of their deep religious Motion and 
the value of religious progress and development.
The literary hyim has as an.offset the
■The Qoftbel song
or Hymn.' Gospel hymn. It grew out of a striking
need, for the literary h^cdnffiailddtin a large degree to touch* many whose 
taster was for light ^usic and emotional verse. It came about in an effort 
to reach those people on the plane of their ^wn taste. That they have done 
_a great deal of good there can be ^o,doubt., During that cs^mpaigns,, of Moody 
and Sankey, the gospel hymn laay be said tb-sJiave carried the-emotional and 
less cultivated peoples, off their feet, and for a time acquainted the people 
with hymns who otherwise were tdtdlly unused to worship. It found its way 
into the music Imlls, the work-shop, the mines, the stores, the quarries^^ 
the church and chapel, into the homes of the jjoor, and evea the man on the 
street either sang or whistled them., of them^ although^ not .of the 
very best literary quality, teve come to stay. And if .persistence is a 
quality of stan^rd then we shaU.have to. .call them that, i^e,for .instance, 
"Let the lower lights be burning." "Safe in the arms of Jesus.," "Rescue the 
perishing." or “Tell me the oid; old "story." these have become house-hold 
words in tens of thousands of homes. The two most effective hymns used in
.w **
helping men and women to lead a Christian life are, "Almost Persuaded." 
and "Just as I am." The ending of the latter being an effective invitation 
in itself.
There has been a great deal said.about the Gospel Hymn that, has 
not always been to its credit. A prominent, imslcal editor has said that the 
gospel hymn has become the exj^reeslon of thousands who were jptherwisp denied 
a voice in public worship, and as suppressed feelin^fs easily die, it is 
be-^r that they give expression thus father than n^. give-any .at all. There
‘ ' V 1
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is also mother's Id©,“to'th6 querstibn and‘it is given in the words of
Professor Pratt,'WKo-'sdyB! ^
“The defenders of this popular hsrmnody.'. ,■-.. .very often etnd ‘very 
gravely underestimate the capacity of the popular to rise above vulgar 
embodiments-of "truth an^ to shakb itself free^from perverted^ sentimentality, 
and they constantly mistake the zest of animal enjoyment in a rub-a-dub 
rhythm-or the shout of childish pleasure in a ‘catchy* refrain for real 
religious enthusiasm. “ O)
m J r. -w
Its Allure are due to many caused, chief amnong arei They lacked
j '
an edueational ideal. They failed to develop as a school* consequently, we 
see its rapid deterioration* They failed because of the great army of 
imitators who had no inspiration and therefore no message. It bercame a 
commercial affair and many wrote hymns because there was ^money in it. The
. . ' ’ V ^
chief cause for its failure is because of the low staruiard of popular music 
which they copied. They found it easier to cater to the public down on their 
own plane or lower rather than to attempt to lift them up. Such music and 
poetry meat eventually die because it does not accurately describe the 
religious experience and emotions of the soul. In order to have abiding music 
and poetry we must give it a certain dignity which is beconiing and worthy 
of its great office; the medium of the soul's expression to God.
v" * t .. V ^ •
The Twentieth Century Music and Its Influences.
Much of our modem music is characterized by a straining after 
chromatic harmonies} to give vivid effects in exclusion of the essential 
grace aiid dignity which music needs i>ropQrly"3bp fulfill its functidn. The 
music has often been placed in the hands of a choir quartette which adds
V. * “ r*
little, if any, to the religious feeling or worship of a service. It has
been commercialized and professionalized to a large extent. The music they
^ “ « “ c.
sing is much of the operatic type, ^here can be no doubt that a quartette
r - ■* w ^ .
9an render a great service but when the best has been said for it it is
Pratt's Musical Ministries in the Church, p 86,
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paralysing to cbngreg atibnal worshlj^^ It'promotes spiritual Heath. But 
we muet hasten on for while there' is much that Is detriiaental to music 
there is always that saving power that remains* Ihile there is a ‘tendehoy 
to commercialize “It to a large extent and thereby limit its usefulness, 
there is'also'a string social tendency*
In the church" there* is “heard on all side’s the cry of social service* 
In response to this th'e tiiusic* of the century has very .largely included the 
social program* Consequently, our hymns hre laderied with the spirit of its 
message* Th*e spirit was caught from the great missionary effort df the 
nineteenth century* It includes service both in the foreign and-home fields.
It give us the picture of the seething mss of the city who are denied the 
advantages of the great broad expanse of God's coxintry*-^ere in these 
crowded cities there "is a great irork to do* These are. God's creatures just 
as wo all are. It is a challenge to go to them* It is fitly expressed in 
Dr* Iforth's hymn, "Where cross the croi^ed ways of life*" The challenge is 
to Bomeone to sing a song, to do a kindly deed, to fill the day with gladness, 
to shed some dews of mercy, to lead 8ome,^ndering feet into the fold, of the 
Master* And as man has grown in spiritual.life he, has given expression not 
in word of song or in music but in the actually doing of these things* The 
Church has gone forth to do and to dare*
The (present da^ challeng.e,has, found its answer in the ideal of 
daily _living .and doing*,Md this religious experience has given us a very 
wonderful hymn, "I would be true, for there^are those iadio trust me*," ^
Here it is that we find the answer to the challenge-of high living#. Daring 
to be brave, true, a friend to_ others, to, stai^ ready, unstained, unashamed, 
to lift the burden'of sorrow, grief and sin from th© .shoulderscof ^others.
It also includes a challenge tp .fight intrenched Tfrong* To speak 
fearlessly against thijse who seek to overthrow the weak in their struggle
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against ^ysicffl and* spiritual tyra'nnyv*'And the music'-csf tha Church has done' 
a great d^al in spreading the ideas'."bf Social aSrvice, Through its-medium 
thS brotherhood-of “man has bedh-more firmly established. Yet we-contibue to 
siiig^f the. c'ity beautiful with the souVe of .mankind unmarred, by the sorrows' 
and dtsapjiointmente of this* life. By the music of this* period ^-er^ 
compelled to look up> ta seji our ideala high, to see beyond the years, to 
work while we are here, land'to ^radiate'the sunshine of Cod's love to eifery 
life of His own creation, .We no i'origer* stand aloof frjom the common mass for
V
in them see*’some, likeness of our; Creator* In our* expansion of our religion
we etfefc to, serve. And we spread the* ideas* of sorvicb through the channel of 
musiC'* ' , , ^ ^
Chapter III,
What is to be the Music of the Future,
' ' ' ■ ■ ■. ■ ———— ^ ,
As we have reviewed in this paper the .Influence of music thru the
ages and more especially during the Christian era we have seen that the most
virile periods of religion hkve been those in which the people were given
an active part in the jnusic and worship of the Lord, We have seen that it
is a spontaneous and natural expression of “the emotions; a powerful means
and effective instrument in teaching the truths of the Bible; a subtle
cultivator of the feelings and character, ’Periodically the people have
x
been robbed of this right and in each case we'find-that religions sinks 
♦ *
to a low ebb. This is clearly seen in the fact that every revival and new
w _ ' r t
epoch of religion is acpompanied with mufeibiThe illustrations are too 
numerous to mention. We have seen t^t music is the child of the Church,
It waa not until the Church took and developed music did we have arching 
more than the melody. But in her attempts to make the best use of music 
she has also become scholastic and formal. But in each instant she had to
consi4er the people. It tos necesaary for her to dlecard t)ie mechanics ^f. 
music and give the people^ such lyric, poetry and .elevating^ nwsic .so they 
could worship the Lord in the beauty of Holiness. When we xmember.-the 
refining influences of music, shall-w^ clamor for such* operatic imsic-with 
its. escapades over the keys of the. church organ, or people alt
in silence while the. et&r quattette-fugues and tra-la-las in a foreign 
language accomplishing naught pat delud^ing themselves and the people. The:,
question is, shall we selL-opr soula. for te®ramfand so called beauty of 
music, that ^ich goes in at one oar and out through thb other? The most 
vital question'is that which concerns the future of anaic. The Einswer to 
the question will largely depend upon our pjjesont day ideals.
Tv,« .P T. Up through the centuries musicThe Challenge of our Present
Pay Ideals* has leased through many-.vlcissitudes.
Through them all msic .has ,spught
to prove adequate to its great, calling the ^angi^ge-whereby-Ihe right 
approach to God could be made. Music has by no means taken the position 
that it has the right to take. There are many people who still think and 
treat music .as. an .ornament .or a more accessory of worship. T^e .first 
tljlng.to be done is to bring thes^ people to the view that the offica of. 
music fhe Jilghest, trues^',-deepest e:5prassi.pn. pf (ievotionql foalli^.
When-music ceasps to do this then.lt is time to reflect-r Surely thisi is 
a time for reflection, Por with the modernvtendency of secular music 
already firmly established In the church musip and with the tastes of the- 
public considerably lojwered by popular musjLc It is-alsot^o to fiyjt'. Shall, 
our present day ideals fa^l^ short of those of the past when men and women 
sang the^r creed, or chanted their victories and lifted the-banner of the 
Church amid songs of ecstaqy. ^ll w e fail those ^rt^rs .i^ose lives 
made possible pur freedom? Not Nol A thousand times, ,NoJ Wq wiU ,do more
>2
than fallow in their train. We realize that the boys and girls of tomorrow 
are looking to us. We must giva them the best type of music, such a type
* ' I ' '
that will nurture the spiritual life in this age of gross materialism. The
f
challenge is to our church for a noble, rich and dignified music. A musical
education for every child which will direct and influence its moral and
religious life. We need none of the “religious ragtime" and more of the
> * y ''
better type of hymns and music in our churches. To this end we must raise
t >
our ideals and keep them ever before the people.
That we need better music in< our
The Weed of Better liueic
S^7***^^*«- churches there is no doubt. And
not only in<our churches but in our colleges andniniversitiee, in schools 
of all kinds. There is no doubt that there is a lack of interest in the 
music of many of our churches. Many of our preachers do not- know the ' 
possibilities of music in their service programs. Many oT them do not 
even know how to choose a hymn for their services. Unfortunately, many of 
them leave it to others to choose the hymns and music for them. This hit
■v
or miss system will never create interest in the music of our churches. 
Therefore in undertaking a proposition like this it means the education of 
the i^ole church from the preacher down to the youngest child in the 
church or church schools In order* to do this the purpose and use music 
of church music should be made very plain. An effort should be made to have 
everybody participate in the service and especially in the music.In order 
to do *Uiis wa must cultivate a taste for better music and hymns. Such hymns 
that have musical beauty and spiritual'warmth should be sought out and used 
Hymns that have wonder stories attached to them, that have biograi^ical 
touches to them will n^ike their own appeal. All that a good hymn asks for
' r
is a chancej for it will not be long before it tells its own* story, of its
jbirth, its history and its mission. They must be those hymns of such
\
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emotional and devotional qualities that will affect the people. Then, too, 
the church must not forget its charge to make provision for the children
i * *
and young people. The church must see to it that the church school is the 
place where these children and yoi^ people are trained in Christian living 
and leadership. This necessitates that the church schobl be equipped for
V ^
the laying of feUoh foundation of musical appreclationi that will have such 
qualities for the upbuilding of Christian character. This brings us to the 
consideration of the musical education of the children.
Th^ Poundation of Muslcdl
Apprec lati Wei be laid
in -the children.
It seems almost incredible that we 
have to stress the advantages of 
music in the lives ^of the children.
TISfhen we remember idiat tremendous influence
that music has over the lives of men, is it not well to consider its
♦ «
benefits in tha lives Pf ihe children? As an emotionalizer there is no
force so potent as music,As to its .place in the education of the children 
there can be no doubt or denial. In this connection we have a wonderful
{
I
testimony from the United States Commissioner of Education, he saysi \
“ 'Sooner or later we shall not only recognise the culture value 
of music, but we shall also begin to understand that after the beginnings 
of reading, writing, arithmetic, and geometry, mu6ic has greater practical 
■value than any other subject taught in the schools.' ” (1) /
If then music plays such an important part in the life of the
“■ j. V
child and its secular education, is not the same true of religious education i
wherever the resoursea are put to the test? There should be a close correl­
ation of secular and sacred music. That the church,^school has no time for 
pure music yet she must ever be on the lookout for opportxmities such as the^ 
secular schools are giving her. For instance, as a^ve it was stated that 
the place of music is recognised in toe secular field, consequently, there
has been a mahrelous -rovolution in the field of secul^f school music, We' 
see everywhere large bhoi^Bea, glee clubs, o^•che8tras which is but assign 
of a greater day' in the future. Even now we have credits which goes to 
show that music is a recognised factor in the education of the* child. In 
addition to all of this it is taking a very decided place in the school* 
life in the way of cdntesta. Prom all over “Uie country we’are hearing of 
such things. With such an impetus-who can tell what’shall be the pdrt’’that 
music shall play in the life of the nation. It shows'to say the least that 
We are entering a new day for’applied music in t^e"field bf secular educa^pn.
What has been ^id for the way the se'culair eChools are recognising 
and using i^sic in the' developing the ' educational side of the child we cannot 
Close our eyes to the fact that its schedule is so full that it can never 
touch the emotional side' of music. What it does is good. It gives the child 
the technique of music. It' gives an opportunity for the dovelojmient of the 1 
musical ability of-the child. But that is not sufficient because'the'emotional 
side must te built up in the church school. What the secular school has no 
time for is the church's opportunity. It must build up the emotional side of ^ 
child life l^y giving those bodies of truth which are found in the hymns and
poetry of the church. And unless the chuuch does this it is dbomed to failuroj 
Let us examine her opportunity*
In the grararaer grades of the secular ychdol w& find’ every normal j 
singing and playing child knows the' 'notes' of the musical staff. They are ** 
taught to sing by note. Many of them are taught to play by note. WKht a t
wonderful opportunity there is foay the church school to mEike' its* contrlbutiorf
5
toward the rounding out of 'the child's education. It can do this by taking / 
them and forming them irito“ choirs and orchestfae thus adding to the classic 
form of their*education such romantic* colors that will fit them for life, 




them such emotional, powers that it will make the music live in their lives 
as a vital and moral force# To this end there should be a careful choice of 
naterial that will aid the development of t)ie child's unfolding4ife. For 
this -work-there is abundant material of both vocal .and instrumental musio*- 
It is in this way that a deejp ^appreciation of music- is ereatsid. in the mind 
of the child* But that there,are deeper forces at work there can be no doubt*
We now cpme to the young people of the secular schools and idiat do ** « —^
we find l^em doing. They have large choruses which sing difficult music.
They haVe glep clubs^and bands and these boys apd gi^ls loyp to sing-tha^^^ 
aaist^^eoes of ^reat msiciane. This is don® in two, three and four parte. 
What does this mean? It means th^t they ara, traiped to ’take their own parts 
and also to work in harmony with the rest. What better training could they 
receive for'the upbuilding of character. Yet, when it comes to the church,, 
what is ahe doing for thdeeisame boys and girls? Oftentimes, all thia - '
talent is allowed to go the wrong direction, and all too often, sad tho. it- 
may be to say it, leads to ruin. What the church should do is' to honor these 
things and those young people by letting them play in the Church school, thie 
teaching them the, concrete ideals which reside in the texts of all these 
great pieces irtiich they play and sing. Toll them of .the lives of the men.-and 
women,if any,that wrote the texts and music and let thaa live over ai^in tha » 
wonderful experiences whiqh they^ felt. Th^ churph.will not only render a gr^ 
service to the world but will also strengthen her ranks and fill her churcheV 
as never before* .There will bsimnore aodial solidarity in the chtirclw ''
Another notable feature of the school^-of ^Unlte^e Stajbos 3n thip 
matter of music is the importance that ‘tJiey are -laying.;on the history of mueib. 
In doing so they are studying the growth of mueic_ which-in-other-wofeds ds a 
study of life. Now it is impossible to study the history of music without 




the lives of great meiiy And to study -Uioir works is to_ come into very close 
contact with the ways,they expressed their religious fee^gs. Here then is 
an opporti^l-ly for the classic and fromantic.^iemonts to ble^d..Jor one can­
not study the one without the- other. Here then is an opportunity for e new 
renaisMoice of the musical schools; the secular .and the sacred coming , .
together. The romantic and, the^^plaa^E^c schools uniting ,in a common cause 
for the purpose^ of ,supplenpntlng ^d. reinforcing ^ch other in tha common 
cause of uplifting hupanity to new height^nd, new^Jevels, And this study 
of-pusio in tha echoole will, eventually. l,ead ,to this .but there is also 
janother, the .phur^sh and ,t^t ,is^ who canipt ^Ippa® the oj^ontianity
fpr the, reirrforqing of all these powers. First taking the fact that music 
is the child of the Church and was developed in the church and for church 
^purposes. That .it was first created as an aid to^ the believer ,^at he may 
worship God in the -beauty of holiness. Such teaching^ given in this wfiy will 
leave an indelible impression on the Jives .and hcs-rts oi^iheso young people'. 
They will naturally connect the lives .of Beethoven, Bach, Palestrina, Handel 
and many others with the bigger and better things of life. This will prove
an in-valuable factor- in their olives... ■ * ‘ *■ \' ' u. ' L '* •
^ogier^reat-factor which we cannot pass, is, that of the 'secular 
holidays and the natural .enthusiasm which i-s demons'trated on wuch occasions.
Te become very pnthusiastip-oy^r;^some things^ steci^^ajj .why. not in the 8piiiti|^Ll. 
and ecclesias.tical ^nd festivals. It is up to the church then to ^
create such nornal en'thusiasm that will be a natural outlet fpr the young 
people’s emotional-nature; Here is ano'Uier opportunity for the classic and 
the romantic schools to-unite s^d it .is in this^ way tha-^ they,, will do so.
Here "Uien is another pppprtunity for the ecclAaiastical festivals to give 
an optlc^t for such en'thupiasm as WQ find in toe secular .festivals, IJhen this 
is done. the church .they- will^ be ro?iching, these young .peo|^le as never befoi^.
It is impossible to go into the entire program of such metoods but it
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mugt “be adeqimte to meet'the growing demandB and departments of the modern 
Church school as well as the progressive life of the Shildren. ’Here'only 
such standard hymns should be used as-will develop the aesthetic - sense-and 
also cultivate the imagination ahd wblch will conserve-the Eeritage of'the 
race’. Nothing short' of the best is hot ary too^good for ^he -chiidren. -It is 
only in this way that the cultivation of an appreciation of* music can be 
established in folks. Start with them young and feed them on it until 
everything else will-16^ Its power'6r influehc6‘ on them. In this way we 
shall raise a generation of music loving people. It“wiil-frot*'oniy'create 
an appreciation but they will deoand a higher- type Of music to be' uised in 
the church service. * * " '
The church school offers a wonderful opportunity for the develop­
ment of* such qualities hot only in the vocal line but also in the instru­
mental departeent. In most church schools there Is a wonderful opportunity 
for the installation of an orchestra among the- boys and g'irls* ■ Nhen this 
is done and the best music used' it affords the opportunity for the 
development of life in many ways. It not only includes the' personal element 
in playing the individual part but also collective work which creates the 
spirit of co-ope'ration. The“ Church is resp'onsible'for the^llvfee' of its' 
people and the most whbl^80ll^e ^y df doin^ this ±&,hy i^is means-^f- an 
orchestra. It offers a liberal education in the-way -of”music. It also 
helps to cultivate the emotional and devotional life.
Nhat then is to bo the music of the future?
What is to be the Music
of the ^urure'!^'* Oj* shall"we pu^ rt- tbia way,* what is" t6 be
the future of'^musie’? 16 "•It tV be a cold
mechanical type dealing ‘with the .mathematics of "lines ancl spaces With
^ - Tblack and white-notes' juried together or is it to* be-a- type that will-^ 
have personality back oflit. The former type shows that the intentional
jL
▼
discords, and the peculiar harmonic e^fecte' is typical''of the modern
spirit of’unrest. And while it appeals to the intellectual it'voices the
- ^ ^
rationaristic temperament of our century but it lacks the ‘spirit'find warmth
^ich makes music the language o^-the emotions. -Jt fails io convey cmy 
message from either the compbser 'and the performer "to thi hearer. ^liike 
everything elce music -Has styles' and who can tell or predict that the 
modern operatic styl^ of “toda^ will be the style even ten years from'now. 
There has been a great deal of controveVsy among the critics of pure 
music as to whether"the^leading‘ideas or combination of sentiments is 
found in the keynote or the theme of the jmisic. Hence, one often meets 
with the opinion that vocal music^hsis little or no office in the language 
of musical thought* It Is only used to heighten the effect of poetic 
speech. But Beethoven proved once and for all that music was more than a 
mere decorative art. But whatever course music takes outside of the 
church there is one thing certain that the Influence of the old masters 
will endure. And as we are dealing chiefly with the music within the
*
church we shall be content then to conclude that as the foundations have 
been laid for us by these men we shall continue to build on it. Their 
music has proved to be adequate to express the soul^s deepest emotions.,
In them we have the models which for generations will be our guide* And 
as no form of architecture can over surpass the Gothic for sacred use, 
or any religious painting can ever outdo the sixteenth century painters, 
so the form in which prayer and praise was offered to God bptablished by 
Ambrose, f^regory, Palestrina, Bach, Handel, Purcell and many others seems 
adequate and suitable for such a holy function, it is not likely that any 
one soon will surpass these standfirds. They seem to be^the best of 
foundations tberdfore, until we can secure better, it would be wise to
98^
continue our structure In 'Uiese foundations* 7e loaintaln that music*8 
chief function is spiritual* That‘its first cind fundamental relation is'"^ 
to divine worship* In it are found th? most distinctive and vital parts 
of our creed, such as the sovereignity of Ood, the brotherhood of man, t.
«> *“ V *
and the mystical union with’ th? Eternal through' Jesiist’ChtisJt.qur rtord*
It is therefore not the property«.of any one p^rticul&r sect or
• 'Wcongregation but they belong to all who believe in God and enjoy true 
fellowship with the ^Ivine*' 'T^e .future;of'music ^11 depend largely on 
the way the church shall treat it*.
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